‘Sometime lurk I in a gossip’s bowl’ *

In this, the year of the 30th Olympiad, individuals from countries around the
globe will be focussing their talents, desires and determination in the pursuit
of excellence. Here at Prior Park Alumni we are no different, as the many
inspirational stories of our former pupils demonstrate. Each is a testament to the
strength of spirit that we foster at Prior. It is this commonality of strength, drive,
compassion and determination that identifies us as a Community For Life.

In this issue:
– The PPA, ‘A Community for Life’
– A Vision for the Future Prior Foundation
– Interview with ATOC’s Chief Executive
– Volunteering in Palestine
– Alumni Choir
– Reunions: Classes of 74, 5 & 6, Class of 91 & Class of 85
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President’s Letter
Tony Bury

At the very heart of this Vision Paper is
a commitment that ‘the former students'
organisations and parents’ association will be a
vibrant part of who we are...’ and make us truly
‘A Community for Life’.
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So much has happened in the past twelve
months… various year group reunions at Prior
and elsewhere, the introduction of a new Alumni
Choir and past pupils returning to visit the
College, some following many years’ absence.

Our recent re-branding as Prior Park
Alumni was enhanced by the addition
of our motto: ‘A Community for Life’
which says it all!

A strategic document looking to the future
of The Prior Foundation in 2020 has been
written by College and Foundation Head,
James Murphy-O’Connor, together with the
Headmasters of Prior Park Prep School and The
Paragon (available to download as a pdf file on
the College website www.priorparkcollege.com
under the Resources tab).

Design – Hello
(www.01134.co.uk)
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Last year I identified fundamental themes for
the PPA to focus on and defined a number of
supporting initiatives:
Improving our information: I am delighted that
we have been able to significantly increase both
the number of former pupils with whom we can
now communicate, plus the accuracy of their
information. As you can appreciate this is an
ongoing exercise and one that we will continue
to treat as a priority.
PPA Events: whilst the year group get-togethers
remain extremely popular, we have reintroduced
reunions in London. The first ‘Headmaster’s
Round’ drinks evening, also open to former and
current parents, took place on 17 May and we are
planning a repeat event on 27 September 2012,
plus further regional reunions elsewhere in the
UK and overseas.
Internships: we are specifically looking to offer
these to departing school leavers from this year
and annually hereafter. If you are able to assist,
do please let the PPA Secretary, Debbie O’Bryan
know on ppa@priorpark.co.uk

Editor – Debbie O’Bryan
(ppa@priorpark.co.uk)

We continue to work to support sixth formers
at the College, rewarding musical talent with
the annual PPA music prize and sponsoring
students through the PPA Gap Year Award.
By demonstrating the functionality of the
PPA database to the sixth formers, we are
able to convey the impressive breadth of
professional experience within the alumni
body. We encourage sixth formers to contact
alumni asking for views on career paths and
higher education choices to help inform their
own important decisions. We are very grateful
to PPA members who have taken the time to
respond to these queries.

"Our vision is to offer our pupils wonderful
opportunities to develop their strengths through
inspirational teaching and excellent facilities"

Development: I am delighted that the
Foundation has appointed Melanie Ball as its
first Director of Development and we welcome
her input to the Gossip Bowl (see page 5).

www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4037541

Engaging our members:

We have boosted our online presence
with our own Prior Park Alumni
Facebook page and LinkedIn group
as well as a new integrated PPA
website www.priorparkalumni.com
To make this into a community platform, we need
your support. Please ‘like’ our Facebook page
and join the LinkedIn professional networking
group. Please take the opportunity to advertise
your business under the ‘business network’ tab
and please complete the forms with your offers
of internships or careers advice under the ‘careers
network’ tab. Please log in or register to update
your profile on our database. Thank you
ppapresident@priorpark.co.uk

www.facebook.com/priorparkalumni
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James Murphy-O’Connor

FROM
THE

Headmaster
Prior Park continues to move
forward as an innovative, creative and
successful school and I am excited
about our future as I approach my
fourth year as Headmaster.

The Prior Foundation continues to thrive with
excellent numbers and quality of students
joining Prior Park from The Paragon at 11+ and
from the Prep School at 13+. We are sorry to be
losing Titus Mills (Headmaster at The Paragon)
who leaves us to become Head of Hordle
Wallhampton Prep School in the New Forest.

However, both Mark Pearce (Headmaster at
PPPS) and I are delighted to welcome Andrew
Harvey as Titus’s successor. Andrew joins us
from Lambrook Prep School where he has been
Deputy Head for the last five years.
The three schools in the Foundation continue to
work closely together in a whole range of initiatives
(academic, sporting, musical and dramatic). In April
we enjoyed a joint academic Continuous Personal
Development Day with all 125 teachers meeting
to discuss ways in which we could work ever closer
together. We already do this is in our marketing and
branding and I was delighted to see the first edition
of Heart and Soul being published earlier this year.
This magazine includes stories from all three schools
and it is an important statement of our unity (the
publication can be viewed on the Foundation
website www.thepriorfoundation.com).

On a mild May Thursday evening in Ludgate
Left to right:
Hill, over 30 alumni, staff, parents and
Governors from The Prior Foundation gathered 1 Matthew Tobin, James Murphy-O'Connor and Richard Parkin
at Jamie’s Bar to enjoy a drink, swap notes
with old friends and make new acquaintances.
2 Stephanie Shea & Emma Andreae
This was the first social event of its kind
open to both our alumni and the entire Prior
3 Johnny Mullen, Kate Cutts and Gavin Mullen Fowler
Foundation community who live, work or could
find a compelling reason to be in London that
4 Nick Bailey, Gary Winch and Eddie Chann
night! We were joined by Prior Park College
Headmaster, James Murphy-O’Connor plus
Deputy Head, Denis Clarke, who was delighted
to catch up with so many of his former pupils.
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I thank Debbie and Tony for all their
dedication and hard work with the PPA
and look forward to exciting times ahead

Perhaps the most striking example of our
collaboration can be seen in the recent release of
The Vision for The Prior Foundation for 2020
which outlines an ambitious series of initiatives

THE HEADMASTER'S Round

We are planning a repeat event at Jamie’s Bar
(http://www.jamiesbars.co.uk/ludgate-hill/)
on Thursday 27 September 2012. Everybody
is welcome. Please let Debbie O’Bryan know
on ppa@priorpark.co.uk if you are able to join
us between 6pm and 9pm. Further details are
available on the PPA website
www.priorparkalumni.com

and goals for us all to work towards. One
tangible advance has been the introduction
of a Foundation Development Office and
the appointment of our first Development
Director, Melanie Ball. Melanie has made an
excellent start and she will be instrumental
in helping us all to achieve some of the goals
we have set ourselves – perhaps most notably
in helping us to develop the College site with
new facilities such as a Sports Hall.

1

2

3
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THE
PRIOR
FOUNDATION

Development Office
Melanie Ball
I am the new and the first Development Director at The Prior Foundation, based at Prior Park College
in St Paul’s building which will be familiar to many of you. For the last nine years I have worked in the
voluntary sector for both large and small charities and relish this new challenge within education.
My role is to build relationships with all those who
care about the community that is now The Prior
Foundation. I have been thrilled to meet former
pupils, parents and former staff on visits to the
College and hope to meet with many more of you
in the near future. We held our very first
‘Headmaster’s Round’ drinks event for the
Foundation community in May, with the next
planned for September, so do join us and hear about
our plans for the future.
The Prior Foundation is unable to achieve all of its
goals from fee income alone. Whilst some planned
development can be financed, the Development
Office will provide essential support in funding
enhanced facilities. Since 2000 we have
undertaken a programme of refurbishment to
improve teaching and recreational facilities and
to ensure a continued high standard of provision
for our current students and those yet to join us.
Great strides have already been made with outdoor
learning at The Paragon, developments in theatre
and performing arts at the College and improved
sports facilities at the Prep School.
Sport in general still plays a big part in educational
life. This is where we want to build on our
achievements with a significant investment. Our
current sports hall at the College no longer meets
the growing requirements of the curriculum and we
are seeking to enhance the sporting facilities here to
become a centre of excellence for indoor hockey as
well as tennis. The construction will comprise a
multi-use sports hall and we will be able to offer a
full range of indoor sports all year round. Planning
permission has been granted and this is an exciting
time for us. The design includes a viewing gallery
and balcony onto the First XI cricket pitch for
spectators plus a refreshment and social area. The
transformation of our facilities will enhance the
school’s reputation and will make an impressive
statement about the strength and purpose of the
College and the wider Foundation. For those of you
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who have ever played a part in the sporting success
of the College, you will know what a difference this
will make.
All of this comes at a cost and the total project will
be in the region of £6 million. I am very grateful to
those alumni who have already supported this
project and hope that many more of you will help
bring this to life. For Prior Park to have a top quality
facility at the heart of the College is very exciting
and will do much to maintain our profile both in
this neighbourhood and beyond.
I understand that not everyone feels as passionate
about sport, so in recognition of this I am launching
an additional programme this year. I hope to
encourage some of you to consider making a
bequest to us, to be used primarily towards bursaries
and scholarships so we can continue to provide an
Education for Life for those deserving students who
could not ordinarily afford it.
One of the prices we pay quite literally for the
beauty and splendour of our architectural heritage
is the high cost of maintenance. Your bequests can
also be used towards the upkeep of the very fabric
of Prior Park, including the beautiful Our Lady of
The Snows, the Chapel that continues to mean so
much to so many.
I will shortly be launching the
Development website, accessible through
www.thepriorfoundation.com. You will be able
to keep in touch with everything that is going on
and I look forward to sharing progress with you.
Please do get in touch and feel free to come and see
me. If you would like to help then know that by
doing so you will be making an important
contribution to future generations. Every gift
whatever its size, is valued.
Thank you, Melanie

T H E G OSSI P B OWL
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PREPARATORY

report

This has been a very happy and successful year for
Prior Park Preparatory School. November 2011
saw our greatest ever inspection result, achieving
top marks in almost every area of school life. The
report affirmed the high standards we strive to
achieve and the hard work and dedication of the
staff which contributed to this A-grade inspection.
As a non-selective school, we are incredibly proud
of the high level of academic achievement of our
students and delighted with the performance of
11+ and 13+ scholarship candidates. Nine Year 8
pupils were offered scholarships to the College for
next year, a phenomenal achievement.
We made the exciting decision to rebrand our
Pre-Prep, ‘Acorns’ and the official opening took
place in April 2012 with the help of Paragon
Headmaster, Titus Mills and PPC Head Girl,
Nina Tanna. The importance of the individual is
at the heart of our work and our aim is to ensure
that each child grows to his or her full potential;
“from little acorns, mighty oaks do grow”.

Mark Pearce

PARAGON
report

Over the last six years, The Paragon School
has been on an interesting journey. In 2006,
the Governors of the remaining ‘stand alone’
prep school in Bath, agreed to come under new
leadership and join the Prior Park Foundation.
It was a bold move and a smart one, for both
junior and senior schools alike.
In those early years, following the merger, there
was a string of new initiatives at The Paragon,
which empowered some but unnerved others,
particularly those not used to change. Some
difficult decisions had to be made as the school
shifted its bearings and set sail on a new course.
But with new investment, bucket loads of
enthusiasm and the arrival of several new faces,
the pupil roll soon began to grow, rising from
200 to near capacity at 275.

Titus Mills
6

At the start of this journey, in 2007, ISI
inspectors were hardly glowing with their
feedback. Judgements ranged from ‘satisfactory’
to ‘good.’ However, their inspection report
provided a strong mandate for the school
to hold firm and continue to push forwards
with new initiatives. A period of hard work
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Our pupils are highly motivated to participate
and achieve in a wide range of curricular and extra
curricular activities and interests. I am delighted
that so many pupils enjoyed valuable experiences
taking part in the ‘Sense of Place’ Art Exhibition,
the school production of ‘Little Shop of Horrors’
and in the netball and cricket tour to Barbados.
We increased our community cohesion this year,
sharing our facilities for events including local choir
practice and a vintage car rally. We hosted a series
of Churches Together Lenten Lectures where the
likes of Jonathan Aitken, Baroness Berridge and
Henry Olonga gave fascinating talks on how their
Christian beliefs had shaped their lives.
I made a concerted effort to boost relations with our
international families and as part of a recruitment
scheme, I visited Thailand, Hong Kong and
Mexico, in the hope of bringing more international
students to the school and to foster an alumni
network overseas. I met with two alumni, Mr Ho
and Mr Sanchez, who regaled me with memories
of the Prep School. In the future I hope to have a
Prep School Alumni, working within The Prior
Foundation alumni. Meanwhile, any ex parent, ex
pupil or friend of the school wishing to visit us in
Cricklade will be warmly welcomed

followed, all hands on deck. Creativity
flourished. Rejuvenation. Four years later,
inspectors awarded The Paragon top ISI grades,
‘excellent’ – in all nine categories of school life.
It was a wonderful turn around and the result
of enormous effort from committed staff,
supportive parents and delightful children.
Titus Mills, the Headmaster, writes ‘I feel sad to
be stepping out and leaving The Paragon on its
journey. At the end of this term, I set off to a new
school in the New Forest, where we start all over
again. My time at the helm here has been both
a joy and a privilege. The Paragon is a special
school. I will miss those hallmarks which burn
so brightly – the creativity, the outstanding staff
team, the sense of fun, the outdoor learning, the
strong sense of community.
As I prepare to set sail, a lovely line from the
musical, Annie, shared between father and
daughter, begins to resonate: ‘How lucky I am
to have something that makes saying goodbye
so hard.’
Onwards with The Paragon journey. Onwards
and upwards

TAKE PRIDE IN PRIOR PARK'S

Geoff

People

In Conversation with Colonel Geoffrey
Cardozo MBE

As well as the drop in centre, VA has a 55
bedroom hostel in Stepney which is manned
24 hours. The support is unconditional and the
Sitting in the VA drop-in centre in London’s
only rules are no drinking on site and a midnight
Victoria, former pupil, Colonel Geoffrey
curfew. During the day, all residents, apart from
Cardozo, a big hearted and disarmingly frank
the most vulnerable, are engaged in education
former officer explained how this frontline
and training programmes for future employment
‘A & E’ of service charities had got under his skin. (including a tree surgery course, a law degree and
gas engineering). Others, under the experienced
Together, he and his VA colleagues deal with the care of the very special Pat, who has been running
‘sharp end’ of issues which can face ex-servicemen the hostel for 20 years (she has seen over 800
and women, ranging from relationship problems servicemen pass through its doors) receive the
to gambling, drug and alcohol addictions, to
treatment they need and referrals for detox
sexual and severe mental health problems.
or rehab.
Geoff is quick to add that “absolutely anyone can
end up homeless or temporarily unable to cope,
Geoff ’s commitment to VA is absolute and his
regardless of age, rank, race or gender”. VA is
emotional connection to the ex-servicemen and
open to anybody who has served in the forces –
women equally strong. Although home is in
Geoff and his colleagues verify their service via a Wiltshire, Geoff stays at the hostel through the
hotline to the MOD; vulnerable in the extreme, week. Most contacts (or rings on VA’s doorbell)
ex servicemen and women can always remember happen in the morning but VA also offer a 24
their old ID numbers.
hour freephone helpline and an immediate email
Geoffrey Cardozo comes from an illustrious
response service. A ’ping’ from Geoff ’s mobile
military background; his much decorated father,
Dispelling more preconceptions, Geoff refutes
alerts him to somebody in need, when he will get
SOE hero Freddy, also a Prior alumnus, sadly
the idea that veterans’ homelessness stems mainly out of bed, log on to his email and send a reply to
passed away, aged 94, in October 2011 (an
from military service and PTSD (post-traumatic the caller’s phone.
obituary appears on page 27). Geoff ’s grandfather stress disorder). Of the 1,989 contacts VA has
Charles and great-uncle Fred both studied at Prior had since January 2012, very few individuals were In terms of who pays for the services they
in the 1890s.
found to have mental issues attributable to their
provide, two of VA’s staff are funded by SSAFA
service in the Armed Forces. VA staff know that, Forces Help (Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen &
Geoff left Prior in 1968 and joined the army in ’71, as with most of the civilian population, problems Families Association), two by the Royal British
following language studies at Saragossa and Cologne more often stem from unresolved childhood or
Legion and one by the Soldiers’ Charity (ABF).
universities. He had intended to do a short service
personal issues.
The Victoria offices are rented at a concessionary
commission, but ended up staying in the forces until
rate from the Duke of Westminster and VA calls
2005, clocking up 34 years of unbroken military
VA’s workload is increasing with the charity’s
on financial support from the various forces’
service. He was awarded an MBE as a captain
growing reputation for immediate intervention
benevolent funds on a case by case basis and
during Mrs Thatcher’s premiership for overseeing the and the recession’s impact on jobs and housing.
more generally on the thoughtfulness of the
exhumation and burial of Argentine dead – many
It’s not just about men either; more women are
public. Raising funds for this vital service remains
of them left lying on minefields – on the Falklands,
now calling on VA for help, reflecting the higher a constant challenge.
plus the construction of the Argentine Cemetery there percentage of women in the forces. Five years
in 1982. Following active soldiering, Geoff, who is a ago a couple of women might call on VA during To find out more about VA’s work, visit their
qualified French and Spanish interpreter, served in
the year, now it’s easily that many a month – and website www.veterans-aid.net or contact Geoff
military representational posts – in embassies, at the they come with babies and very young children.
on funds@veterans-aid.net
French Staff College in Paris as an instructor and for
two tours with NATO in Brussels.
VA’s patch stretches far beyond the streets of
London: liaising with other organisations,
Since 2006 Geoff has worked full time for Veterans homeless ex-servicemen from around the UK are
Aid (VA), a charity which specialises in caring for
often put on a coach to Victoria, from where VA
veterans in crisis – many of them rough-sleepers,
staff will start their support programme. Many
aiming to re-integrate them into the community,
return destitute and dysfunctional from years
into their own accommodation and, where
spent abroad.
appropriate and possible, into a job.

Cardozo
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Q: As ATOC’s Chief Executive, we often see you Q: Do you think that the current separation of
on television. How do you tackle the media
train and track ownership is the optimum
element to your job?
arrangement?

Q

A

Michael

Roberts
Chief Executive of ATOC
(Association of Train Operating Companies)

Q: Congratulations on becoming CEO of
ATOC in 2008. Please talk us through your
career path from leaving Prior Park College
in 1983.

A: Preparation is key. My approach is always
to try and explain the facts as clearly and
straightforwardly as possible: helping people
to understand the situation, warts and all, is
more effective than spinning them a line.
Q: When do you think the whole UK network
will be electrified? And would it be a
genuinely ‘green’ move?
A: Electric trains offer cheaper operating costs,
lower carbon emissions and shorter journey
times than diesel. Their green potential depends
on power generators moving away from carbonintensive energy sources. Britain has one of
the lowest proportions of electrified railway in
Europe: one-third of the network is electrified,
carrying 55% of operated train-miles. There
isn’t a strong enough business case for total
electrification, but the aim is for electric trains
to carry 80% of passenger traffic; political
support for further electrification is strong.

A: Separating the responsibility for managing
track and trains has delivered increasingly
safe, reliable train services. But the model
can be improved, not least to strengthen the
incentives between track managers and train
operators to run the network more effectively
and efficiently.
Q: Does the government do enough to support
the rail industry? Is the current division of
rail costs between passengers and the
government correct?
A: Mostly it does: there is still a lot of public
investment in rail and the Government is
promoting a new high speed line despite the
opposition of some of its own MPs along the
proposed route. The question of how passengers
or taxpayers should pay for the railways is for
Government to decide; the priority is to reduce
the industry’s unit costs.

A: After reading history at Oxford, I joined a
London political consultancy where I worked
Q: Will the economic downturn affect
on various lobbying campaigns, such as the
Q: Train travel now allows passengers to
investment in the network?
successful proposal for a high speed rail link
‘make time work’ with laptops, tablets and
from the Channel Tunnel to London via
smartphones. Will the TOCs be able to keep A: Rail remains a growth sector and helps
Stratford. I spent the next 17 years at the CBI,
pace with demand?
to underpin our economy, so it continues
initially as transport policy adviser and ending
to make sense to invest in the network.
as Director of Business Environment. I joined A: Passenger demand is holding up well despite
A £10 billion medium term enhancement
the Board of The Carbon Trust in 2001 and
the recession; the railways now carry more
plan has been prepared; it would be funded
remained as a non-executive director until I
passengers than in the 1920s. Demand is
by a combination of fares revenue and
moved to ATOC.
estimated to double over the next 20–30 years,
taxpayer support.
and working alongside Network Rail we have
Q: Have you always had a passion for
proposals to increase capacity for Government Q: What do you love about your job?
the railways?
to approve this summer.
What is the most challenging aspect?
A: Yes, but not in a train-spotter way! Rail is
deeply significant and has shaped all our
lives. In 1840 the Great Western Railway
synchronised the time at all stops into ‘railway
time’, leading to British Standard Time. But
it also has personal resonance – I still get goose
bumps as the train rounds into Bath Spa from
London and you look up to see the Mansion at
the top of the valley.
Q: The British public feels very strongly about
the railways – why do you think it is such an
emotive topic?
A: Maybe as the first railway nation, we are just
deeply proud of a great British invention!
Maybe it is because the train provided
affordable distance transport for the masses.
Or perhaps it is to do with our national
obsession with land and property – proposals
for new lines still arouse strong feelings, just as
they did in the Victorian era.
8
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Q: People often think that railway privatisation
has led to Britain having some of the highest
fares in Europe. Would you agree?

A: There is never a dull moment and sometimes
that can be challenging. But this job often
plays to my skills in getting people to work
more effectively together which can benefit
the travelling public, and that provides an
enormous source of fulfilment.

A: Fares are heavily determined by Government,
despite privatisation. About half are
directly regulated; the rest are influenced by
operators’ financial commitments agreed with Q: How should students who are interested in a
Government in return for the franchises to run
transport industry career plan their progress?
services. There are high fares, but passenger
watchdog research indicates that we also have A: Success in this industry depends upon technical
some of the lowest fares in Europe. The train
ability, people skills and commercial nous.
companies offer varied fares, including cheap
Find ways of developing in these areas and it
airline-style Advance tickets of which they
will stand you in good stead for the transport
sell nearly a million each week.
industry and many others
Q: Do you commute by rail?
A: Yes! Having lived in London for many years,
I am a seasoned tube and bus traveller.
However, I now live in Buckinghamshire and
travel by train into Euston.

MUSIC TO SAVE LIVES

Restoring hope to Ugandan orphans

Fabian

Jowers

In 2005 alumnus Fabian Jowers (Class of 1967)
and his French wife, Elizabeth, left suburban life
in Madrid, to run an orphanage in Uganda, a step
that would change their lives forever.
The story started when Elizabeth’s Classical Music
Agency in Madrid discovered and invited a choir
of Rwandan and Ugandan orphans, who had
previously sung for Nelson Mandela and also
the Queen, to perform in Spain.
Inspired by the potential of music to improve the
lives of such orphans Fabian flew to Uganda, and
working with a local orphanage formed a choir
of 15 boys and 6 girls, which he named, Uganda
Natumayini, ‘The Hope of Uganda’. Following a
successful singing trip to Spain, organized by the
Jowers, these children were subsequently turned
out onto the streets from their orphanage back
home. Feeling a huge weight of responsibility for
these vulnerable young people, Fabian returned
immediately to Uganda. He gathered the 21
choristers back together, found them schools to
attend and then set about forming the Music to
Save Lives Orphanage in Kampala.
There are currently 30 children in the orphanage,
ranging in age from 2 to 21 years, and most
come from backgrounds where poverty, neglect
and abuse are common. They often arrive at the
orphanage with low self esteem and an inability
to communicate; and through the therapeutic
nature of music and dance they learn gradually
to interact and work with others in a positive
and constructive way, rebuilding confidence
and optimism. Previous musical experience is
not necessary for this healing process to work.
Each child also receives a high quality education
from primary school level onwards, with singing
classes through the week and dance classes at
the weekend. Older children learn a sense of
responsibility in the house by supporting the
younger ones and are encouraged to assume a
brotherly or sisterly role. Each child, regardless of
their age, is also put in charge of at least one chore.

Fabian is the Director of the Orphanage and the
resident staff also includes three music teachers,
a house mother and an academic assistant.
The orphanage’s principal choir, Uganda
Natumayini, is now made up of 25 children.
It performs all the traditional cultural dances
of Uganda as well as incorporating dance and
song from countries such as South Africa,
Rwanda, Mali, Nigeria and Equatorial Guinea.

Their performances have been rewarded
with standing ovations in key venues such
as the Palau in Barcelona, the Arriaga in
Bilbao and the Lope da Vega in Seville.

The concrete results of Music to Save Lives’ work
is also evident in the international success of their
first musical group, Aba Taano (meaning ‘The
Five’). Their ‘cappela’ songs are based on Ugandan
musical traditions and ancestral languages. They
have played to critical acclaim in top concert halls
in Spain, Holland, Estonia and Hungary, and
represented Africa at the World Expo in Zaragoza,
Spain in 2008.
The musical tours have been critical in raising
funds to cover the cost of education and living
expenses of the other children at the orphanage,
but the charity operates on a financial knife edge
and Fabian would like to invite his Prior Park
peers and other interested alumni to help support
the orphanage by becoming regular donors, or
by making one-off contributions. Please contact
Fabian at: fabianjowers2009@gmail.com or on his
mobile: 00 256 774857793. Alternatively, you
can ring Music to Save Lives at: 00 34 916307098.
Another way to support this great project is to
participate in the Ugandan holiday safaris offered
by Music to Save Lives. Full details about the
orphanage and its work, as well as the safaris,
including itineraries, can be accessed at its website
www.musicaparasalvarvidas.org available in both
English and Spanish
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Prior!

Please return to
The two talented Please brothers returned to
Prior in spring 2012 to talk to the sixth form.
BAFTA award winning Mikey (Class of 2002)
talked about his film animation career and
stop-motion short, The Eagleman Stag. Mikey
explained the creative process from storyline
and script to painstaking filming technique.
Eagleman can now be viewed for free online
at TheEaglemanStag.com and the film is now
eligible for the Oscars in 2013
Ben (Class of 97) performed songs written
with his literary music group, The Bookshop
Band and spoke about how his own career had
developed by following his passions for music
and science. Ben co-founded the successful
Indie folk bank, Urusen, with another old boy,
Peter Beatty (Class of 93) and their third
album This is Where We Meet is released on
13 August 2012. Details can be found at
www.urusen.bandcamp.com

Old girl selected for
Team GB London 2012

Many congratulations to alumna Sophie
Williams who has been selected for the British
women’s sabre fencing squad at London’s 2012
games. Sophie studied at Prior from 2002 to
July ’07 and is a member of the Class of 2009.
Sophie won a silver medal at the 2010
Commonwealth Fencing Championships
in Melbourne, Australia and is now ranked
59th sabreuse in the world. The Prior Park
community and all Sophie’s peers will be
rooting for her in London and we look forward
to charting her stellar progress
10
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GAP YEAR

Argentina

Giorgia Smith applied for the annual PPA gap year funding award in
2010 and successfully gained backing for her planned trip to Argentina.
My gap year experience took me to South
America; four months living and working in
Buenos Aires, a fascinating, vast, vibrant,
multi-cultural city.
I was excited and nervous at the thought of
travelling alone, and living independently on
the other side of the world. But I settled in
quickly, aided by a huge welcome party, with
lots of red wine to compete with my jet lag!
Argentines love to party!
I was staying with my Godfather and his family
whilst working at St Andrews Scots Middle
School where he is Headmaster. The school
was established by a group of Scottish settlers,
determined to educate their children in their
language, culture and faith. All 1900 students
receive a bilingual education.

I got off to a great start by
presenting a Scottish Rugby shirt
signed by the World Cup squad.

After the production, I helped in the English
department and the Kindergarten where my
GCSE Spanish was definitely tested! I made it
through with a mix of Spanglish, a few facial
expressions and a lot of improvisation.
Whilst on my travels, I visited Eva Peron’s
grave in the amazing cemetery in Recoleta.
I also went to a Boca Juniors match – the
Argentines love football and worship Diego
Maradona, a different worship to my Prior
experience! I visited The Colon Theatre with its
elaborate interior and also the genuinely breath
taking Guazu Waterfalls in Brazil where I was
utterly blown away by the beauty of the huge,
deafening blue walls of water.
Argentina is famous for its beef and I spent time
on a family friend’s cattle farm, in the middle of
the green plains, nine hours drive from Buenos
Aires, where the owner also breeds horses for
the Argentine Polo Team.
The Argentines are amazing, lively people, nonjudgemental and very warm. There is a great
deal of poverty with no welfare state support,
and I witnessed many street beggars. And by
contrast, they also have pockets of great wealth.
I plan to go back as soon as possible, and would
recommend South America to anybody. It’s an
absolute must if you’re planning on taking a
gap year

My first job was to help with the hugely
ambitious school theatre production of
Much Ado About Nothing – Glee style!
The experience was a lot of fun, very modern,
involving lots of song and dance.

OPERATION

Wallacea
After two years of planning and fundraising
(including grant applications and bag packing
in Sainsbury’s) a group of Prior’s keen sixth
form scientists, plus their Biology teacher,
Dr Trott, set off on ‘Operation Wallacea’.

George Tuckey (Class of 2011)
won PPA funding towards his
costs on the school trip to Hoga
Island, off Sulawesi in Indonesia.
George is currently studying for a
Masters of Engineering in Ship
Science (Naval Architecture) at
the University of Southampton.

After five days continuous diving, we had a
‘de-gas day’ when we did a beach clean-up and
went to the nearby island of Kaledupa where we
played a friendly England/America vs Indonesia
football match.

The journey of 7,500 miles over five days by
air, coach and a cockroach-infested boat took
them to the beautiful Hoga Island, off Sulawesi
in Indonesia.

A tribe of formerly nomadic sea gypsies was
forced to settle off the shallows of Kaledupa in
the 1960s. They dredged a settlement which has
grown to become Sampela, with a population
of 1500; we were honoured to join their
A typical day meant a very early start, an hour
community for a few hours. The children loved
long morning dive, then a two hour break to
meeting us and clung to us so we wouldn’t leave!
release some of the nitrogen out of our blood,
We had a village tour in very unstable canoes,
plus another hour long dive followed either by
although they were hugely skilful oarsmen.
a trip to the research facility or a lecture, then
We learned that when a baby is born in their
supper and an evening lecture and entertainment. culture, they gain a spiritual twin in the ocean
in the form of either a crocodile or octopus,
In our second week, we dived as research
so they never harm the sea for fear of harming
assistants for a group of Biology undergraduates their twin.
and PhD students. The diving was fascinating
and we were able to use our marine ecology
Sadly the time eventually came to pack up our
knowledge first hand, collecting data on
belongings on Hoga and to bid farewell to the
projects like the numbers of a specific type
fabulous Indo-Pacific experience of Operation
of anemone in a 50m transect and nudibranch
Wallacea
(or sea slug) studies, even witnessing the
discovery of a new species of nudibranch.
The dives were an utter privilege. We saw
some of the most deadly and most beautiful
marine life; although it did seem odd not
being accompanied by David Attenborough’s
voice! We saw turtles, sea snakes, barracuda,
rays, lobster and a kaleidoscope of coral fish.
Although limited to a depth of 18 metres, the
most vibrant colours are seen in the shallows
where the light can penetrate.
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The PPA provided partial funding for two
sixth form students to travel to Palestine and
work in an orphanage during the summer of
2011. Both aimed to bring a little of the Prior
Park caring ethos to these very disadvantaged
children, thereby also gaining a valuable life
experience. James and Sasha’s reports below
demonstrate just that.

Orphanage

PALESTINE

PROJECT

James Indoe

Over the following days, I had a crash course in
learning how to play with children, look after
toddlers and care for babies, whilst experiencing
Arriving in Tel Aviv, the worry was that security first hand the situation of the region. I was
would grill us – and so it proved, but, after a few able to explain at interview for university
questions, for which we had answers prepared,
how essential it is to interact differently with
we found our luggage, and discovered ‘Jack’ the children than adults, and how fortunate we
taxi driver waiting for us.
are to have the care systems that we do in
this country. I already want to return, it is
To get to Bethlehem we had to cross a few
somewhere that has to be visited
check points, and as soon as it was clear we
weren’t Arab or Israeli, we were let through.
On arrival Sasha and I were split between the
two families we were staying with. Having
Sasha Gracie
settled in and met everybody, I shared a beer
(Class of 2012)
with Adel, the father of my host family. He
explained that although the Arab spring has had It was during the descent into Ben Gurion
benefits, it has also deterred Western tourists
International Airport, Israel that I started to
from visiting Bethlehem, and this is despite
wonder what to expect? Would the increasingly
the fact that there were no uprisings in Palestine common images of militant soldiers, check
or Israel.
points and tanks that occupy the news almost
daily, finally become reality? Or, as I secretly
hoped, would it be similar to landing in any
When the next morning arrived, George, a 19
other Mediterranean country?
year-old from the family Sasha was staying with,
took us both to ‘The Crèche’, where we were
to work for the week, an orphanage run by the
As the week progressed, it became clear that
Daughters of Charity of St Vincent de Paul.
Bethlehem, Palestine, lay somewhere in the
Skanda, who is the manager of the orphanage
middle. The beautiful architecture of the
explained to us that the children there range from Church of the Nativity and the narrow, mazebirth to about six or eight, from which point they like market streets of Jerusalem reminded
are then moved to other organisations around
me of Rome. And yet, it was hard not to feel
the area. The crèche is often notified by the police uncomfortable when Israeli tanks casually
about babies that have been left on the pavement, passed by. I was however made unbelievably
and someone from the orphanage has to travel to welcome by my hosts, the Shahin family and
the police station nearest where they were found, I still keep in regular Facebook contact with
which can be anywhere in Palestine. The day
Samia, George (19), Dina (17) and Hanna (15).
before we arrived, one girl, whom they named
Sara, had been found in Hebron, a considerable
It sounds cheesy, but one of the most important
distance away. Sara was an unusual case because
things I took away from the whole experience
she was about two or three months old – most
is how incredibly lucky my peers and I are.
babies are found at a younger age, indicating that
Like most teenagers, George, Dina and Hanna
spend far too long on the internet, sleeping in
Sara had been looked after for a while before her
mother was forced to abandon her.
and eating their mother out of house and home,
(Class of 2011)
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but it wasn’t hard to recognise the distinct
differences between my life and Dina’s. As a
British girl, within reason and with my parents’
knowledge, I can pretty much go where and
when I please. However as a Palestinian girl, it’s
simply too dangerous even to venture out on
your own as it goes against an array of social and
religious rules. Consequently, either George or
Hanna (‘John’, in English) would accompany
me every day to and from the Holy Family
Children’s Home.
Our first day at the orphanage was a little hectic
but as the week progressed, James and I slipped
into a routine at the crèche. We helped in the
pool and at meal times; playing games and
looking after the children. It may not sound it,
but it was one of the hardest experiences I’ve
had. Not because it was exhausting trying to
keep up with 30 children under six, or trying
to overcome the language barrier, but because
we learned that under Islamic law, adoption is
illegal since an orphan or abandoned child is
seen to be ‘unclean’. To know that these children
would never have a stable childhood, in a loving
family environment, was hard to comprehend.
Nonetheless, Sister Sophie and her team have
made a hugely positive impact on the children’s
lives and being part of her project was an
experience I will never forget.
The trip was an invaluable insight into a
completely different way of life and has
confirmed my desire to study Arabic at
university. I sincerely hope that one day I’ll have
the opportunity to return to Bethlehem to visit
the Shahin family, and to continue my links
with the crèche

Gossip
1960 & earlier
Brian Warren-Peachey (ex PPC 37) would
welcome news of Francis Younghusband or
Desmond Hegarty jenbri@talktalk.net
By happy coincidence, Leonard de Freitas (PPC
34-38) visited neighbours, Mr & Mrs Beardmore,
when their children, Ben (ex PPC 00) and
Fiona, Class of 03 (recently married and now
qualified as a doctor) were home for the weekend.
Leonard can be emailed via his neighbour, Charles
Dickerson charles@cdickerson.demon.co.uk

Although older than Brian Auty(PPC 45-51),
John Coulston (PPC 35-41) recognised
much in Brian’s schooldays memoir, Halcyon
Days (available under the Archives tab on
www.priorparkalumni.com). John had also
written Prior essays; John’s old friend Derrich
passed away 10 years ago, but some of those
names are still around! Having reduced his
charity activities, John plans to attend a PPA
event soon jcoulston@uwclub.net

which is a sign of the affection he was held in.
He was a humorous, contented and popular priest.
He had very happy memories of his time with the
Christian Brothers at Prior Park in the 1940s.
The other brother, John, left Prior and served in
the Korean War; sadly he died in 1960.'
Living in Spain, Anthony Morgan Roberts(PPC
40-45) is now 83 and keeps in touch with his
old friend, Peter Kelly who lives in Canada
anthonymorgan343@yahoo.co.uk
Michael Corrigan (PPC 42-47) forwarded news
from Clifton Diocese that his PPC contemporary,
Fr Nicholas Tranter, celebrated the golden
jubilee of his Ordination to the Priesthood in
April 2012 at St Joseph’s Wroughton, where he is
Parish Priest. During his career, Nicholas trained
and worked as an addictions counsellor and also
studied for a post-graduate diploma in Addictions
Counselling at Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital
jmichaelcorrigan@tiscali.co.uk
Congratulations to Gerald Walker (PPC 42-48)
who has received a scroll noting his 50 year
membership of the Catenian Association.
The Catenian Grand President presented it at a
dinner in Bath in May 2012. Dr Peter Lambert
has also congratulated Gerald
gwalker74@btinternet.com

Rex Anstis (PPC 42-48) and his wife enjoyed a
holiday in Scotland and the wonderful funicular
railway to the top of the Cairngorms. Rex has
Jim Murphy-O’Connor left Prior in 1942 and
enjoyed a fulfilling career as a rugby player (capped kept in touch with Michael Hamerton and Rae
Carter and hopes that Bernard Kelly will come
by Ireland in 1954) and as a GP in Slough, where
he served until retirement, some 20 years ago.
to Sidmouth this year. Rex is still bowling indoors
Married to Anne O’Neill, they had six children.
and fishing from his boat
Jim and Anne currently live happily in retirement rexanstis@btinternet.com
in Buckinghamshire. Jim is 87 and he retains
happy memories of Prior in the 30s and 40s. He
From the Class of 49, Tony Lacey is enjoying
is extremely proud that his youngest son, James,
ongoing happy retirement. He loves reading the
Gossip Bowl each year and follows Prior’s sporting
is Headmaster of his alma mater! With James’
children at Prior, this makes three generations of
results on the internet tonylacey9@hotmail.com
M-O’Cs at PPC!
Mich Michell (PPC 47-51) is married to Penny
Jim’s brother, Brian Murphy-O’Connor (the
and they have two children. Mich qualified as a
third of six children, with all five boys having
Chartered Engineer, spent 11 years with EMI in
Somerset and five years in general management
attended Prior) sadly passed away in June 2012,
aged 82. Brian served for 58 years as a Priest in
consultancy. He had 26 years in general
the Portsmouth Diocese, like his brothers, Pat
management and as a company director for
various well known companies in the bathroom
(who died in 1991) and Cormac. Brian's funeral
at St Peter's Winchester saw 57 priests on the altar equipment manufacturing and distribution

industry. On retirement from the Caradon
Group he did some training consultancy but now
he majors on SVP work, Catenian socialising,
home development and grandparenting to five
grandchildren! Home is South Cheshire where
their son, a management consultant lives nearby;
their daughter, who works in the House of
Lords, lives with her family in central London
michmichell@tiscali.co.uk
Robert Mulholland (PPC 50-52)has kept up
with Tony D Mello and James Osborne, sharing
lunch in Nottingham recently. Now retired,
Robert was an orthopaedic and spinal surgeon
at Nottingham University Hospital where he
was given a personal chair, thus now Profesor
Mulholland. In 2012 he was given an honorary
fellowship of the British Orthopaedic Association.
Tony Mello is also retired but was head of the
Pharmacology Department at the London
Hospital and, before retirement to Austria, James
Osborne had built up a very successful timber
business in the UK mulhollandrcm@aol.com
Peter Barratt (PPC 46-52) welcomes contact
from his peers billybar@tiscali.co.uk
Congratulations to Denis Headon (ex PPC 54)
and his wife who celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary last August at Palazzola, the Venerable
English College Villa outside Rome. Joined by 70
relatives and friends, the Anniversary Mass was
celebrated by their son, Fr. Andrew, who was Vice
Rector of the English College
denisheadon@btopenworld.com
Jean-Luc Mercié (PPC53-56) returned for the
first time to visit Prior Park with his wife Francoise
(note the alumni badge on his jacket).
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He was one of five French students in the mid
50s, ‘the foreign legion’, including Patrick
Bauchau, Louis Bertrand, M Dieudonné and
Jean-Francois Samson.(We’d welcome contact
details for Patrick and Louis). Jean-Luc remembers
joyful art classes with Mr Palmer, to whom he
owes ‘his vocation’; Jean-Luc has exhibited his
work alongside Salvator Dali. Following school,
Jean-Luc returned to France to study literature,
completing his PhD on Victor Hugo. He taught
at Grenoble University and the University of
Ottawa and after 13 years in Canada, returned
to Paris as chief editor at a publishing house.
He has fifteen books on literature, history of art
and photography to his name
jlmercie@wanadoo.fr
Following a varied career, Tim Cox (PPC
48-55) has been retired for five years. He has six
children and six grandchildren and has lived in
Billingshurst, W Sussex for the last 40 years. Tim is
still trying to trace his old Prior friend, John Sean
Clements (Class of 57) who qualified as a dentist
and served in the RADC in the 60s. John’s two
sons may have attended Downside… can anybody
help? timothy.cox99@btinternet.com
Bryan Wilding (Class of 56) is enjoying
retirement, with nine grandchildren to keep him
and his wife Virginia young! They recently had a
holiday with their eldest son, Timothy, his wife
and two boys in New York, spending time by the
sea at Amagansett, Long Island. Bryan helped
his daughter, Vicky Brook, to set up the website
for her internet business, theshedinc.co.uk He is
looking forward to catching up with Barry Plews’
globetrotting and to planning their next trip
bryanwilding@mac.com
Alec Motts (PPC 47-56) joined Lloyds Bank in
1962, becoming Senior Manager at Lowestoft
in 1989 and latterly the Lowestoft & Great
Yarmouth group. Retiring at 60, Alec joined
the Lloyds TSB Union of the Pensioners’
Committee. He has been President and Chair of
the Cambridgeshire RFU, having been involved
in grass roots rugby for 30+ years. Playing golf
regularly off a 12 handicap he is also President
of the Cambridgeshire Cricket Association.
A member of the Cambridge Rutherford Rotary
Club, he spends much happy time with his seven
grandchildren. Alumnus Ian Reid (ex PPC 57) is
Alec’s cousin; Ian’s mother Emily has just reached
101 years of age alec.motts@sky.com
Hugh Millar, Class of 57, left Prior in 1954 after
two years in St Peter’s (whilst his parents prepared
to leave Egypt before the Suez crisis). Under the
CBs, Hugh gained good rugby knowledge and
learned to play the violin but left Prior without
academic qualifications! His parents settled in
Romford; Hugh left the local school after a year to
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join the army in 1958, where his career spanned
19 years, emerging with distinction in 77. Hugh
then worked as transport manager for a firm
in Botley, Southampton where he and his wife
remain in retirement. Hugh was also an Eastleigh
Borough councillor for 10 years to 2011.
Their son lives in France with his family, and
their two daughters and one grandson live locally.
Can anyone remember a boy called Grimes, or
which house had the colour purple?
hugh.millar@ntlworld.com

1961-1970

Chris Blunden (Class of 58) who turned 70 in
October 2011 is enjoying retirement, spending
time with his three grandsons, entertaining them
by confusing their names and failing to run fast
enough to keep up! Still playing golf he’d love to
hear from old friends
blunders161041@yahoo.co.uk

John Bertelli (Class of 61) is delighted to have
secured tickets to the GB Women’s Indoor
Volleyball at the London Olympics in order to see
his daughter Maria compete
johnbertelli@sky.com

Apart from a few hours teaching A Level English
Literature at Finchley Catholic High School,
Peter Keenan (PPC 52-59) is now retired.
Peter returned to Prior last December on a visit
to his cousin, alumnus Gerald Walker. Peter
lives in Hampstead and welcomes contact from
contemporaries pk015o1092@blueyonder.co.uk
Following knee surgery in May 2012, Jim Coelho
(PPC 54-59) is looking forward to celebrating his
golden wedding anniversary with Rosemary in
August jamesjohncoelho@gmail.com
Cesar Guillen (PPC 55-59) still works at the
Macau Ricci Institute and is negotiating the
publication of a scholarly collaboration on the
China Trade period (the 18th – 19th century)
cgnunes@yahoo.co.uk
Tony Watts (PPC 53-59) is still active in the
career development field, and has been invited
to join the Government’s new National Careers
Council (despite being a vocal critic of the
Coalition Government’s policies in this area!). His
other roles include being Chair of the Trustees of
Cambridge Early Music and, in his Cambridge
College, the incoming President of the St
Catherine’s Society tony.watts@zen.co.uk

Amid turbulent times in Bolivia, José Paz (Class
of 61) now retired, lives with his wife in the
peaceful southern suburbs of La Paz, playing golf
and ‘dragging himself to the gym’! They have
two children and two grandchildren in Buenos
Aires and two children with two grandchildren
in Washington DC. They plan whole family trips
and José was thrilled to visit Prior on one of these
holidays jalbertopaz@hotmail.com

Ben Rosevink (Cricklade& PPC 51-62) has been
married for 41 years, with a son and daughter. His
son is a Captain in the Army, married at Sandhurst
last summer, and his daughter is expecting her first
baby in July 2012. Ben struggles to fit oil painting,
wood engraving and fly fishing into his retirement
schedule!
ben.rosevink@yahoo.co.uk
Since retiring from full-time work, Sean Biddulph
(PPC 55-62) has worked in three mission clinics;
first in S Ecuador and then Belize, caring mainly
for Mayan communities; he will probably retire
fully in 2012. Sean’s brother, Desmond (Class of
61) continues to work in Chelsea as an Analyst.
With an influential position in the Buddhist
community Desmond attends interfaith meetings
with other church leaders such as the Archbishop
of Canterbury, Catholic Archbishop and Head
Rabbi. Sean often sees Wilfrid de Freitas(PPC
56-62) but was sad to learn that Rolando Leigh
(Class of 60), youngest of the three Leigh brothers,
had died a few years ago whilst working for the oil
industry in the Amazon biddulph@talktalk.net

Peter Hilton and his wife Marie-Blanche’s second
grandchild (Emily) was born in early June and
they travel to London each week to look after
four year old Toby. Peter continues to act as
Membership Secretary for the PPA and keeps
in regular touch with peers: Wilfrid de Freitas,
It was a great pleasure to welcome Roland Mazery Edmund Henderson and Sean Lacey. Wilfrid
(PPC 55-60) back to Prior in November 2011
still runs the antiquarian book business from
for a tour of the College when he was over from
Montreal with his wife Susan, returning to the
South Africa. He also reconnected with old friend UK most summers. (Wilfrid keeps in touch with
Colin Tucker mazery@mweb.co.za
Michael Somerscales in the US, Ian Short in
Canada, plus Chris Lennon and Phil Wright
Two generations of talented Prior alumni came
in the UK). Edmund is an active member of the
together when Chris de Souza (PPC 54-60)
Philharmonia Choir having retired from teaching
accompanied Ed Hastings (Class of 2004) in a
in Kent. When he sang the Brahms Requiem at
graduation performance at the Royal Academy of the Festival Hall he met up with Dion O’Leary
Music chris@chrisdesouza.co.uk
and the Hiltons. In September 2012, Edmund
returns to the Festival Hall for Beethoven’s 9th
Symphony. Sean recently celebrated the arrival of

his third grandchild, William, and lives in Kent
with his wife Maureen and youngest son Mark.
Peter’s brother Stephen (Class of 64) has been
very ill recently with a rare neurological virus
which meant hospitalisation in Oxford. Luckily
he is recovering well but it will be several months
before he can get back to golf and Real Tennis at
Merton College. Stephen’s son Dominic is now
working with his father’s French property business
peterhilton@waitrose.com
Having started his working life as a tea planter
in Assam, India, Sean Lacey (ex PPC 62) ended
in a very different environment, working for the
Harrods concession of ABC Carpet & Home,
a New York department store. Sean spent 12
years at Harrods during which he met a couple
of familiar Prior faces: Dr Michael Clarke,
who splits his time between France and London
and Dion O’Leary, plus he had always kept in
regular contact with old friend, Peter Hilton.
The Harrods department closed in August
2011 and retirement has brought a passion for
gardening, especially vegetable growing and Sean
would welcome tips from fellow alumni!
seanpatricklacey@yahoo.co.uk

Now fully retired from the medical world,
Stephen Connellan (PPC 60-65) has published
The Medical Tactitian, evaluating the evolution
of the doctor-patient relationship over the last
century. He and his wife are spending much of
2012 in New Zealand where both their children
(and two granddaughters) have settled.Following
contact from Paul Smedley (PPC 60-64)
a max/fax surgeon in Auckland, they shared a
lovely evening and thanks to the Gossip Bowl,
Stephen has been in email contact with Dai
Bennet (ex PPC 67) and Maurice Glover
(PPC 60-64) sjconnellan@gmail.com
Chris Lennon (PPC 55-64) is currently living
in a rented house, surrounded by razor wire and
guarded by armed police – he is in Kabul, working
for the Insurance Corporation of Afghanistan.
He has been reading OPP Peter Levi’s book
on Afghanistan, The Light Garden of the Angel
King, whose title was taken from the first Mughal
Emperor, Babur’s tomb inscription, in the garden
of Bagh Babur. Any fellow OPP expats are
welcome to get in touch
cm@lennon251.fsnet.co.uk

PPC memories came flooding back to Andy
Milne (PPC 60-67), who is running Skern
Lodge where 60+ College pupils descend for a
week’s adventure/development course each June.
Andy is ‘being kept poor’ with the arrival of his
sixth delightful grandchild! His brother Peter
is teaching in Ireland and Malcolm is a Ford
executive in Essex andy@skernlodge.co.uk
In July 2012 Simon Beck (PPC 62-67) and his
wife returned to the UK after 11 years in France,
to spend time with their grandchildren. They
will miss their many French and English friends
(including Dominic Eedle) and are keeping a plot
of French land just in case! House hunting in the
NE Somerset area is on the agenda
becks_wd13dx@yahoo.co.uk

Peter Coates (PPC 62-68)’s eldest daughter
Nicola is married and working as a genetic
counsellor at Gloucester Hospital and his youngest
son Matthew has just passed his medical finals at
Bristol. Peter is an ambassador for the inspirational
international aid/development charity, World
Vision, giving talks at schools and hospitals. He
has also been campaigning for CAFOD, lobbying
Congratulations to Chris Dowse (PPC 60-66)
for G8 leaders to support the ‘Sanitation and
Chris Ryland (PPC 56-62) has sold his 200 acre whose 40 year career managing farms around
water for all’ partnership(a child dies every 20
cattle farm and moved to Coffs Harbour on the
the country culminated in winning the Farmers
seconds due to lack of access to clean water and
Mid-North Coast of NSW Australia. He and his Weekly Countryside Farmer of the Year Award.
safe sanitation). Back in their Norfolk village,
wife Carol are enjoying their four grandchildren. Chris and his wife (also Chris) have now moved to Peter and his wife have instigated a monthly film
Their son, Mark, is married to Julie and works in Perthshire to be near their three ecologist sons and showing for the local community
the pharmaceutical industry and they have two
three grandchildren. Chris keeps in touch with
peter@stanhoe.plus.com
children; and their daughter, Clare, is married to old friend ‘Fitz’ and together they are planning a
David who is chief inspector for the RSPCA in
50 year reunion for the Class of 1966/67 in 2016 In anticipation of their reunion in July 2013,
NSW, and they have two daughters. By strange
chrisdowse586@btinternet.com
Terry Illott updated us on 1968 alumni: Alan
coincidence, eating in an Italian restaurant in
Boyd continues to live and work in FrenchSydney, on a trip to see a production of Yes,
Adrian Fitzgerald (PPC 60-67) returned to Prior speaking W Africa, Tim Heining is semi-retired
Prime Minister, Tony and Carol’s delightful
last September to join the Alumni Choir for a
in Brazil, Jeremy Reyburn is in Normandy,
waitress turned out to be PPC alumna Charly
special sung Mass. Fitz lives in Edinburgh with
Norman Sparrow in Lanzarote, Neville (Ted)
Davis (PPC 99-05). Charly completed her
his wife Pat; he is semi-retired having spent his
Bennitt in the Netherlands and Frank Linares
Spanish degree at Kings London, then her
working life in Scotland as an investment analyst
in Gibraltar. Closer to home, Mark Podkolinski
Masters in Politics at QMC before taking an
and, latterly, as a university lecturer. He retains the and Charles Murray are both retired GPs. Kevin
Australian sabbatical. Charly had previously lived role of visiting lecturer in Finance at Universities
Steer, who ran a large firm of architects, has
in Brazil, Tony’s birthplace, and Tony completed in Edinburgh and China. Co-ordinating with
recently retired, as has Andrew Colter from the
a degree in Aeronautical Engineering at QMC,
Chris Dowse, Fitz would welcome any ideas, news Jersey Evening News, John Evans from Barclays
which was also where he first met Carol. It’s a
or known contacts for their peer group – although Bank (as an architect) and Steve Sturton-Davies
small world!
2016 seems far away, considerable detective work from expert airline security. Tim Walsh is now
cmryland@bigpond.net.au
will be needed to trace old friends
a retired entrepreneur, Peter Coates’ news
abf@pomathorn.fsnet.co.uk
appears above, and both Geoff Cardozo and
Following a lifelong interest in wildlife (formed
Fabian Jowers are profiled in this Gossip Bowl
‘down the lakes’ at Prior) Ian Haddon (PPC
Tim Pardoe (PPC 59-66) and his wife Geraldine TerryIlott@aol.com
56-61) has been made Vice President of the Game recently celebrated their ruby wedding anniversary
& Wildlife Conservation Trust. His brother Peter with a garden party at home in Cornwall. In
(PPC 57-65) has been joined in the Plymouth
April 2012, Tim met up with Peter Barwell
family property management business by his son
(ex PPC 64) in the sad circumstances of Prior
James i.haddon@btinternet.com
alumnusTerry Barwell’s funeral; Terry was a
contemporary of Tim’s father
Johnny Ash (PPC 59-66) would like to get in
tandgpardoe@tiscali.co.uk
touch with all fellow members of The Matelots
band jmash@cwgsy.net
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Tony Brannon (Class of 69), based in Bermuda,
returned to Prior with his wife Liz in February
2012, to take a tour of the College and relive some
old memories.

Tony was working in Weybridge on the recording
of material for his John Lennon Bermuda tribute
album (Bermuda was the place that famously
inspired Lennon’s last works, recorded on the final
album, Double Fantasy, published shortly before
his assassination in N Y in December 1980). Tony
drew on his music industry connections and the
talented artists who had appeared at the famous
40 Thieves Club in Bermuda to contribute to
Double Fantasy: A Tribute to the Music of John
Lennon (see www.doublefantasybermuda.com).
We were also able to put Tony in touch with old
school friends and fellow Matelots band members,
Stewart (aka Billy) Shearer (PPC 59-66) and
John Ash (PPC 59-66) tony@bermuda.com
Brian O’Brien (Class of 70) completed his
medical degree at Trinity College, Dublin in
1976, and in 83 he moved to Canada where he is
now a psychiatrist in private practice in Ottawa,
Ontario. Brian is married to Anne Marie and they
have three children at university in Quebec and
Ontario. Brian was delighted to return to Prior
in February 2012 for Tony Bury’s 60th birthday
celebrations and enjoyed meeting old classmates
Simon Howell, Will Lee and Fred McMurray
after more than 40 years! The photo below shows
Brian, Simon and Tony on a trip to Dubai to
watch the Rugby Sevens in 2009
brianobrien@rogers.com

John (as he was known at Prior) Blayney (PPC
71-75) continues to practise as a veterinary
surgeon in Stratford-upon-Avon. He has ended
his role as President of the British Veterinary
Association but is still occasionally seen on TV on
veterinary matters, most recently ‘hiding behind
Clare Balding at Crufts’! John enjoyed the recent
reunion of the Years of 74, 75 & 76 which brought
memories flooding back, including the joy of
‘that Sevens victory’. He observed that the current
students are a much greater credit to the school
than they were 35 years ago!
Nick.Blayney@btinternet.com
Disappointed to miss the Reunion of the Classes
of 74, 75 & 76 at Prior in September 2011,
Anthony Lombard (PPC 69-75) remained in
Gibraltar where, as Mayor Emeritus, he was due
to make an official appearance at National Day
on September 10 ajpl@gibtelecom.net

Roberto Vargas (PPC 72-76) hopes to make
a UK visit in 2012 and can be contacted on
roberto@vargasr.com
Congratulations to Richard Klein (PPC 74-76)
who re-married in October 2010 and in February
2012 his wife Philly gave birth to twins, Wilfred
and Heidi. Meanwhile Richard remains at the
BBC, in charge of BBC Four. He spends a lot of
time in Dorset, swimming, walking, gardening
and cycling Richard.Klein@bbc.co.uk
News of PPC 77 veterans came via Desmond
Judge who had just returned from a fortnight
driving through Vietnam with Steve McCullagh
and Steve’s Classic Car Journey company
(www.classiccarjourneys.co.uk). Des has also
visited India and the Himalayas with Steve and
recommends it as the holiday of a life time.
Currently living in Dublin, Des made a Bath trip
last year and caught up with Neil Chilcott and
Carl Becker desmondjudge@hotmail.com

Following 16 years (four terms) as a Government
of Gibraltar Minister, and the last eight as Deputy
Chief Minister, Joe Holliday (Class of 77) is not
Nick Bailey (PPC 68-74) let us know that he has unhappy to have lost the elections in December
been in recent contact with John F R Weston who 2011. Joe is now doing consultancy and has taken
on some NED roles. Throughout his political
ran the boys’ Radio Club at Prior back in 70-74
when Nick, Chris Smith, Anthony McQuiggan career, Joe kept his own business going and is now
and Anthony Johnson were club members.
enjoying working alongside his eldest son, Joey,
who joined three years ago on completing his
John sends his best wishes to Chris, Anthony
studies. Joe’s two daughters are both at university
and Anthony ppa@nick-bailey.co.uk
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in Leeds; the elder Nicola will be called to the Bar
in July and Alexandra has just completed her first
year reading Marketing. Joe welcomes contact
from his peers
joe@castlemarketing.gi
Former PPA President Christopher Liu (Class
of 79) has written an interesting autobiographical
account of his early years, his medical career
and passion for ophthalmology, combined with
a history of the development of specialist eye
hospitals and a scientific analysis of ophthalmic
advances. Royalties from sales of The Eyes Have It
go to The Sussex Eye Foundation, a new charity
Christopher founded to support the Sussex Eye
Hospital in Brighton. Copies can be obtained
from The Book Depository who ship worldwide
without charge: www.bookdepository.co.uk/EyesHave-it-Christopher-Liu/9781846246807
cscliu@aol.com
Following 19 years as a stockbroker in Paris, Marc
St John Webb (ex PPC 79) has been in Geneva
for the last six, working for Argos Managers,
investing in smaller European companies.
He married Isabella in 2001 and they have five
children, the youngest born in 2011. His brother
Alastair lives in France; he has four children and
works as a lawyer for Texas Instruments near Nice.
His other brother Luc is running a restaurant
called ‘Fortaleza da Luz’ in a 16th century fort
near Lagos in Southern Portugal and he had his
first child, Alexander in 2011
marc.saintjohnwebb@alumni.insead.edu
Following the 2011 PPA Dinner, we heard from
Richard Batty (PPC 76-80) and were able to put
him in touch with inspirational former teacher,
former CB, Joe Cainen, whose enthusiasm for
music and positive influence on Rich still resonate
today richy.b@mypostoffice.co.uk
Based in Hong Kong for almost seven years now,
Philip Sanchez (PPC 75-80) is working in HK
and China, developing and engineering products.
He is married with three young children, two girls
and a baby boy born in December 2011.
It was a huge surprise to KP Liew (Class of 80)
when he returned to Prior in 1985 to find girls in
situ! On that visit he saw his old Physics teacher,
Mr Moran and met the ‘new’ Headmaster Mr
Tobin. KP had stayed on at Prior for the 1980
Michaelmas term before leaving for Canada.
At that time the old boys were being contacted
to try and raise funds for the school’s future after
the CBs announced their departure. KP now lives
in Australia and has been working for IBM for 28
years liewkp@aul.ibm.com
David Thomas (PPC 74-80) joined the vast
annual ‘picnic in the park’ in Helsinki on 1 May

2012 where he substituted the traditional high
school graduation cap with his old PPC 1st XV
rugby cap (awarded in the 79/80 year). David
has just agreed to take up a professorship at
Aarhus University in Denmark where he will help
establish a new Arctic Research Centre – and most
of his fieldwork will then turn to Greenland. It
means leaving Finland a year earlier than planned,
but he will continue to finish off the project
in Finland in 2013, whilst keeping his chair at
Bangor. So in 2013 he will be in the position of
having 3 professorships! d.thomas@bangor.ac.uk

4, Olga and Ines 13) are transferring to Bahrain
where he will take up a new position as Regional
Head of Credit Risk Control for MEA (Middle
East Africa) from July 2012
james.brazier@mideast.bnpparibas.com

Having moved to the Dominican Republic
16 years ago, Michael O’Kelly (ex PPC 84) is
now married to a Dominican lady and has two
beautiful daughters. Michael has been working
in the mining sector, currently as manager at the
Pueblo Viejo gold mine construction project with
Barrick Gold Corporation. He is also setting up
a fresh fruit export business for products from
Congratulations to Andrew Hayes (ex PPC
his farm. Although enjoying life in the tropics
1980) who became an Equity Partner of TWM
with beaches, mountains and the jungle on his
Solicitors LLP in 2011. Still living in Guildford, he doorstep, Michael likes to return to England and
and his wife are expecting a baby in October 2012 welcomes contact from old friends
to join George, Charlotte and Sophie. Andrew is
mokelly@hotmail.com
always delighted to hear from peers
Andrew.hayes@twmsolicitors.com
Ian Cordwell (PPC 79-84) is a professional
coach, working in the business and sports industry.
1981-1990
He specialises in hockey coaching, currently with
England U18 and A teams, and has just been
Steffen Ravnkilde (PPC 81-83) is working at
appointed Director of Hockey at University of
the Met’s Criminal Investigation Unit in Acton,
Bristol. Congratulations! iancordwell@me.com
London. Steffen’s patch includes Acton, Ealing,
Southall, Greenford and Northolt and the cases
Pierre Tanner (Class of 84) has embarked on a
range from shoplifting to murder
new career, better than any job – looking after his
sravnkilde@yahoo.co.uk
two bright and lively girls. The family are hoping
to move house in 2012
David Zanetti (PPC 77-83) is still in Bristol
pierre@lbrd-photography.co.uk
working for the family marble and granite
business (celebrating 25 years in 2012). Married
Mr & Mrs Justine (née Chapman) (PPC 83-85)
to Claudio, they have two children, Beatrice 9 and and Mark Gallen (PPC 79-85) are still living
Matteo 12. Matteo is kart racing on a national
in Combe Down with their three daughters.
basis, so they spend weekends pursuing the sport. Mark is still running his own sales performance
David caught up with Paul and Frank Sewell at
consultancy, while Justine has started a research
the annual Boxing Day football match played on
business for executive search consultants. They
the Downs in Bristol dz@marbleflooring.co.uk
are in regular contact with Matt Carr, Paul
McMahon, Bill Wareing, Marielle Hunt and
Kamlesh Khubchand (PPC 77-83) enjoyed
others and organised the Class of 85 Reunion
a meal in London recently with Adewale
in September 2011 markgallen@me.com and
Onabanjo, Martin Fowler and Michael Roberts justinegallen@yahoo.com
and is looking forward to Michael’s forthcoming
wedding. Kamlesh would also love to catch up
After qualifying as a commercial pilot and
with David Zanetti, Frank Ghaidan and Mark
obtaining an airbus type rating, Gerard
Alston kamlesh@khubchands.com
O’Donoghue (PPC 81-87) worked in Greece
and Cyprus for two years. From March 2011
Following 13 years in Asia (4 in Tokyo and 9 in
he has been working for Easyjet on contract
Hong Kong) James Brazier (PPC 76-84) and
(symptomatic of the economic downturn), first
his family (pictured l to r: James, Hugo 7, Nadia
in Berlin, but now in Luton and is hoping for a

permanent UK based post soon. Gerard re-married
in June 2007 and his three children aged 10, 11
and 16 came to live with him in 2011. They enjoy
family reunions with his brother Peter (PPC
80-86 and currently Prior Foundation Governor)
whenever possible. Gerard hopes to reconnect
with classmates returning to Prior on Alumni Day
gerard.odonoghue@btinternet.com
Leaving PPC in 1986, Martin Adamu (aka
Benson) and his class mate Martin Pike both
went to Keele University. In 1993 Martin joined
the Nigeria Foreign Service and he was married
in 1997. Whilst in Nigeria he met with Patrick
Nwagbogu, Tolu Jinadu and Ignatius Modebe.
Martin is currently posted to Nigeria’s Permanent
Mission to the UN in New York; since arriving in
the States, he has been in touch via Facebook with
Seattle-based Andrew Clinick. Martin hopes to
visit Prior with his family, pictured below, this year
martinadamu@email.com

It was good to see Joey Cheung (PPC 83-89) when
he paid a visit to Prior in October 2011 and to
welcome him back to the PPA! joey_jc@me.com
Happy news from Stephen Adekoya (PPC 81-87)
who is still working in Canary Wharf as an Interest
Rate Derivates Broker; he is engaged to Francesca
Stadelmayr and is planning their wedding at
Chelsea Town Hall in September 2012
SAdeokya@bgcpartners.com

Gos
Enjoying family life with his Finnish wife and two
children in Lightwater, Surrey, Neil Brown (PPC
85-88) is working for BAE Systems in Farnborough.
He keeps in contact via Facebook with old friends
Chris Kirwan (‘the artist formerly known as
Moan’) and Joseph Nwagabogu and would like
to hear from Eddie Hemmings and William
Mickelburgh neilbrown999@yahoo.co.uk
From September of 2012 James O’Brien
(PPC 84-89) has been appointed Housemaster of
Waynflete at Eton where he is currently teaching
English. His sister, Claire and her husband, Hugh
Tatham, were both on the teaching staff at Prior,
until their transfer to Monmouth School.
Congratulations to Douglas Ho (PPC 86-89)
whose Hong Kong based design firm (www.slho.
com.hk) won the ‘Interior: Institutional’ award
at the International Design Award (LA, USA)
and was a finalist at the FX International Awards
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London 2011. Douglas kindly offered for Prior
students/alumni wishing to do a summer internship
in the HK offices to contact him. Douglas is still
playing local league tennis and can’t wait for the
promised match with Sun Shin (ex PPC 89), now in
Korea but frequent HK visitor. Douglas reconnected
with Anthony Yau (Class of 88) and bumped into
Dr Albert Li (ex PPC 89) at a fast food restaurant.
Douglas is planning a reunion of alumni from his era,
so please email doug@slho.com.hk

1991-2000
Chris Martin (PPC 84-89 but Class of 91) was
married in June 2012 at Cardiff City Hall to
Sarah Williams, a lawyer. Old Prior friends Jon
O’Dea, Peter Radley, Andrew Smith and Marc
Mordant joined the celebrations; the happy couple
honeymooned in Antigua. Chris’ company, Elite
Jet (www.elitejet.co.uk) is doing well and is in
expansion, with a global stretch from LA to
New York and Dubai to Uruguay
chris@elitejet.co.uk
Jessica (née Smallwood) Penney (PPC 90-92) has
lived in Wokingham for the last 10 years, is married
with two young children and works for a charity,
organising their corporate fundraising events
jesssmallwood@hotmail.com
Kasia (née Mill) Nesbit (PPC 85-92) recently
completed a 3 month world trip with husband
Andrew and two sons Tom and Robbie. They
toured SE Australia in a campervan, then New
Zealand before hitting the USA briefly. Back in
Bath, Kasia and Andrew are working as GPs; Tom
has started at the Paragon and Robbie follows in
September, thus completing the Prior Park life
cycle! Kasia is planning a 20th anniversary reunion
for the Class of 92 in autumn 2012 and would
love to hear from class mates
andrew@anesbit.orangehome.co.uk

Anne-Marie Layet (PPC 88-93) has put her
experience bringing up four children to good use,
as an independent children’s e-book author (see
www.amlayet.co.uk) for an audience 12 years and
under who like laugh out loud books! Her brother
Ed Layet(PPC 84-86) and his wife Lucy (former
Headmaster Patrick Tobin’s daughter) have just
had a baby, Thomas, joining Abigail and Dominic
amlayet@gmail.com
Steve Wright (Class of 93) is still in Bristol,
working as a freelance journalist for local
magazines. His latest job is writing on theatre,
art and comedy for the Bristol Post’s Friday
supplement. Steve’s son Theo is full of beans and
baby number two is due in November 2012.
Steve’s hobbies include walking, wildlife and
camping; he’s recently discovered a Tolkien
obsession and is looking forward to the Class of 93
reunion in 2013 wright.sf@googlemail.com
In December 2010 romantic alumnus Jonathan
Beck (PPC 89-94) proposed on the Palladian
Bridge; he and Joanna were then married at
Bath Assembly Rooms in April 2011. Currently
in Sherston, they are about to complete on a
new home in Henleaze, Bristol. Jonathan has
recently been made Partner at Henriques Griffiths
Solicitors LLP in Bristol and keeps in regular
contact with old chums Will Acton, Daniel
Hancock and Oliver Warner jjcbeck@gmail.com
After 12 years in Australia, Tim Westwood
(PPC 89-95) is happy to be back in the UK,
working as a vet. His sister Ruth, Class of 98
(now Dr Fielding) is still in Sydney; she has
gained her PhD and is enjoying married life
and lecturing at the University of Sydney –
and planning a UK trip soon.

ssip
Martyn Bane (PPC 85-92) who returned to
Prior to work in the IT department from 2003 to
January 2012 has landed his dream job and made
his final escape! Combining his passion with a
decent salary, he is working for a company which
manages a fleet of steam railway locomotives. One
of his roles is to manage the boiler water treatment
for the fleet. Martyn’s successful treatment
originates in Argentina and he hopes to return to
S America to undertake some experimental work
to fine tune the product. Meanwhile, he is out and
about with the locos as part of a team of engineers
martyn@martynbane.co.uk
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Happy news of the King brothers came via their
father, Prior Foundation Governor, Michael King.
Piers (Class of 2006) obtained a 2.1 in Politics
at Liverpool and is now pursuing a legal career,
currently engaged in GDL at College of Law,
Bristol. Dom (PPC 95-00) is Senior Economist at
Grant Thornton Intl in London and in April 2012
he married Lizbeth Carrillo Monroy in Mexico.
Old Prior Parkers who attended included Harry
Blathwayt (one of the two best men), Andy
Nolder, Tom Breslin, Sophie Pitt, Neil Andrews
and Fran Parsons.

Annabel (née Holmes) Bayliss (Class of 94) lives
in Wiltshire, working as the OiC of the Aircraft
Control School at RNAS Yeovilton. Husband
Jim is also in the Royal Navy, flying Sea King
helicopters in Afghanistan until mid August;
their first baby is due in September. Annabel is
in touch with several classmates on Facebook
and is looking forward to a 20 year reunion in
2014. Her sister, Catriona (née Holmes) Lane,
married to Nick with 2 year old Oscar, is still
living near Northallerton and her current rotation
has her working in A&E in Middlesborough
annabelbayliss@hotmail.co.uk
Double congratulations to Abigail LynchStaunton (née Walsh) (PPC 88-95) who is now
proud mum to twins born in the autumn of 2011
cathedralwind@yahoo.co.uk
Fighting sleep deprivation, Simon Brandon (ex
PPC 96) is now the proud father of Leah, born in
August 2011 simonrbrandon01@hotmail.com
Mrs Jordan sent news of her children: Alan
Jordan (PPC 89-96) married Jacqueline Clarke in
May 2010 and after honeymooning in Scotland
and S America, they now live in Uxbridge;
Caroline’s wedding in July 2011 to Rashied Dirk
took place in Cape Town, South Africa, where
they have settled. The couple are making a trip
to Somerset this summer to celebrate with UK
friends and family who couldn’t join the ceremony.

Heidi (née Stier) Rivera and her husband Orlando
had their second baby, Jack, in October 2011;
big brother Alexander is three. They have a full
house with Orlando’s two teenage boys too. Heidi
stopped teaching History at high school when
Jack came along and now runs a jewellery business
www.artsychicas.com hlstier@hotmail.com
Andrea Palacios sent in news of some of the
Class of 96 girls:Talei (née Rounds) Masters
was married in August 2011 and lives and works
in Bristol. Talei and husband Rob spent June
travellling around Spain in their VW camper
talei.rounds@googlemail.com Amy (née Hjaltun)
Hubbard, husband Louie and their two boys
Oscar and Rudy continue to live in the south of
France. Amy and Louie own and manage vacation
properties including a private yacht for holiday hire;
Amy can be contacted via www.ralleyho.com.

Georgina (née Dunn) Burdus got married in
October 2011. She and her husband live and
work in London where Georgina is an Assistant
Director at Deloitte gedunn@djdeloitte.co.uk
Brigid (née Kennedy) North and her husband
Chris welcomed baby Barney in December 2011;
they live in SW London northyandbridge@
googlemail.com Andrea (née Palacios) Blades
and her husband Chris live and work in New York
and are expecting their first child in July 2012
andrea.s.palacios@googlemail.com
Jacky Chan (PPC 92-95, but Class of 97)
returned to Prior in February 2012 with his new
bride, Kennix and caught up with Dr Trott and
Mr Clarke. They also met with James O’Brien
in London. After five years in the States, Jacky
returned home to Hong Kong in 2005 and has
been working with Marriott International for over
10 years. He is currently Front Office Manager at
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong
jckchan@gmail.com

Maintaining a family tradition, Tom Williams’
(PPC 89-96) first son, born in October 2011 was
named‘Tom’.

Kezia Wiltshire (PPC 93-98)’s parents let us
know that she is currently teaching Sports Studies
and English in Vina del Mar, Chile.
Should you fly with Easyjet, listen out for the
dulcet tones of Jonathan Cotton (Class of 98)
who will have attained the rank of Captain by the
end of 2012. Jonathan lives in Bath with his wife
Simone and they have two gorgeous children, Ben
3 and Chloe 1 cottonjonathan@hotmail.com
Will Gikandi (PPC 96-98) still misses his happy
days at Prior and acknowledges his debt to the
staff (yes, even the strict ones!) who helped shape
the person he is now. Will is currently working in
Nairobi as the Quality & Process Manager for a
cosmetics manufacturer kawess@gmail.com or
www.facebook.com/wonderkid
Mr Lorraine sent news of his sons: Rupert (PPC
92-99) got a first and an MPhil in Engineering
from Plymouth where he is now on the staff as
Commercialisation Project Manager, and Oscar
(PPC 95-02) graduated from Cardiff with a
second in Biochemistry and Medical Biochemistry
and is now living in Bath, working for French
company, Proludic.
Happy news from Edward Sage (PPC 92-99)
whose wife gave birth to their first child, Harry, in
July 2011. Harry’s thriving!
bearpolar58@hotmail.com

Tom Blathwayt reconnected us with Tony Atkins
(PPC 92-97) who is living in Columbia now,
married to Carmen and enjoying wall to wall
sunshine! ajpatkins@gmail.com
Chris Ash (PPC 92-97) was working in Costa Rica
in 2011 when he bumped into Dani Walsh, whom
he hadn’t seen since July 97 ( Dani was on holiday
with her fiancé). Chris got engaged in South Africa
in October 2011 and is now planning a family
wedding in Devon in September 2012. His brother
Dom (PPC 89-95) who had a baby boy, Charlie,
last October, will be Chris’ best man and a handful
of old school friends will attend. Whilst researching
wedding venues, by more PP coincidence, Chris
bumped into ‘Rongy’ Wright and Robin Sturgess
(Class of 95) ashchristopher@hotmail.com
Marie Young (Class of 97) and family returned
to Box near Bath from a stint in Australia and
New Zealand. Marie is working at Box Playgroup
Preschool. She keeps in touch with Emma Cooper
(PPC 95-97) who is living in Singapore with her
husband; they had their second son last year
marie.marieyoung@gmail.com
Cristian (Marie’s twin brother) married Bernadette
in 2010 and their first baby, Beatrix, was born in
March 2012. They are living in Farnham and Cris
is commuting into London, working at Smedvig
Capital cris.young@gmail.com

2001 onwards…
Congratulations to Sophie (née Shaw) White
(PPC 94-01) and her husband Karl, on the arrival
of baby Henry on 7 May. Not a bad sleeper, Henry
is a total joy! soph_shaw@hotmail.com

Dominic Egre (Class of 01)’s wife is Jane (née
Crozier) (PPC 90-97) and their second baby was
born at Christmas. Dom explained that being
responsible for three Army Cadet Force Troops
in Jersey is all down to Keith Pearn’s CCF
inspiration domegre@mac.com
At Daisy Emsley (PPC 96-01)’s recent wedding,
her brother Joe (PPC98-01) gave her away, Holly
(PPC 90-97) and Beatrice Hammill (PPC 93-00)
sang, Mr Robertson played the organ and Vicky
Draper and Annie Todd were bridesmaids. Mike
Burton and Issy (née Graham Brown) who had
married the week before, Katie Edwards, Victoria
Thompson, Sarah Jenkins, James Barton,
Charles Fane-Gladwin, Tom Hunt, Joanna (née
Hill) Justice and Peter Marks all joined the happy
day daisyemsley@hotmail.com
With a volunteer driver role at the 2012 games,
Tom Hayward (Class of 01), who continues to
work in London as an expatriate tax manager at
Deloitte, is looking forward to ferrying famous
passengers along the Olympic lanes
tshayward@hotmail.com

News of Cameron Smith (ex PPC 97, but Class
of 99) came from his mother, Deborah: Cam
is living in Swindon, working in IT and getting
married in the summer of 2012.
Still living in Oman, Freddie Sayers (PPC 94-99)
and his wife Jenn are thrilled that their first baby is
due in November 2012 fsayers@hotmail.com
Michael Mould (PPC 94-99) is living in North
Sydney, Australia, having finished working on
board the Queen Elizabeth for a year as her
ship’s doctor. Future plans include specializing in
anaesthetics and joining the Royal Flying Doctors
Service in Australia, providing services to remote
rural areas. He’s looking forward to a UK trip in
September 2012 for his sister Anne-Marie Mould
(PPC 97-02)’s wedding. Michael’s very active
hobbies range from paragliding (recently back
from Nepal) to wake boarding
mmould@hotmail.co.uk

Alexia Hereford (Class of 04) who studied
French at Cardiff University, now based in Bristol,
works for the Arts & Humanities Research
Council. Her sister Eleanor (PPC 96-01) is an
RAF Flight Lieutenant, serving as a critical care
nurse and currently preparing for her second tour
in Afghanistan. Their father, Peter Hereford
(PPC 59-66) has recently retired from the RAF;
he and Wendy now live in rural Hereforshire
and are keeping busy with local voluntary roles
a.hereford@ahrc.ac.uk
Paul O’Hora (Class of 04) hopes to complete his
Chemistry PhD at Loughborough (synthesising
a natural product in the laboratory) in time to
graduate in December 2012
p.ohora@lboro.ac.uk
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Working in Richmond as Sales Negotiator
for estate agents John D Wood & Co, Emma
Campbell (ex PPC 04) is living in Battersea with
friends, plus sister Sophie (Class of 2006) who is
enjoying nursing full time
emma.campbell@hotmail.co.uk

Maximilian Buston (Class of 2006) has recently
launched an exciting website for his interior design
company www.distinctiveinteriors.co.uk. Alongside
this career, he hopes to start his part-time DPhil
in Archaeology at Oxford in October 2012
maximilianbuston@googlemail.com

Toby Nowlan (Class of 04) is in his element,
working as a researcher in the BBC Natural
History Unit, having just helped to film Arabian
leopards and wolves for Attenborough’s new
Wild Arabia series tobynowlan@gmail.com

Hetty Coles (PPC 02-07) has moved to
London and is running her own jewellery
company ‘Hetty Hearts’. She is also working in an
advertising production agency, where her Business
Management degree should help her along the way
hetty_coles@hotmail.co.uk

Br Leo Anthony, a member of the Catholic
teaching order who ran PPC before 1981,
visited the College in February 2012. Br
Anthony, now aged 81 taught at Prior from
1953 to 55 and recalled many students’ names.
He presented the Headmaster with a beautiful
old Prior Park Association Medal, originally
awarded to Henry Leeming Bilsborrow in 1887.
The medal shows the Mansion in relief on one
side and Saints Peter and Paul on the reverse. Br
Anthony can be contacted c/o the PPA Office.

Congratulations to Harry Lister Smith
(PPC 02-07) on landing the West End role of
Ed in the political satire Posh (by upcoming
playwright Laura Wade). The play depicts an elite
Oxford dining society (shades of the Bullingdon)
in full swing! harrylistersmith@hotmail.co.uk

James (aka Jack) Keegan is now living in
Westmeath, Eire and visitors to his area are
welcome to get in touch and drop by. Recently
Jack has been nursing a broken hip so we wish
him a speedy return to full mobility
jack@keegans.eu

Speaking Swahili and enjoying forest life,
Caspian Johnson (PPC 02-07) is in Tanzania
managing a research camp for savannah chimps
www.ugallaprimateproject.com where his routine is
27 days spent studying the behaviours of chimps,
baboons and red-tailed monkeys, followed by a
2 day supply run to the local town of Kigoma.
Due home in August, his next task is to write up
his Masters kazzyman@hotmail.com

Aubrey Smith (PPC 91-07, Head of D&T)
lives on beautiful Saltspring Island just off the
coast of British Columbia. They have renovated
their house which sits right on the Pacific shore
and Aubrey’s boat is moored off his deck.
Saltspring has an interesting mix of retired
professionals, artisans and hippies; live music is a
feature of the summer months and it’s a holiday
destination for Canadians and Americans who
seasonally swell the population from 10 to
30,000 aubreymark@gmail.com

Completing his MA this year at the Royal Welsh
College of Music & Drama, Nicholas Morrison
(PPC 98-05)’s final show was a production of
Earthquakes in London at the Bute Theatre in
Cardiff. Nicholas recommends the Royal Welsh
as a fantastic school for the performing arts
nicomorrison106@googlemail.com
Many congratulations to Cat(herine) Sibley
(PPC 00-05) on her wedding plans set for
summer 2012 catsibley@hotmail.com
Oli McGivern (ex PPC 05) decided against
pursuing Teach First having landed a great job
with Bath-based wealth management firm Novia
(well known from Bath Rugby shirts) and has
embarked on the gruelling CFA qualification in
his own time oliver_mcgivern@hotmail.com
Congratulations to Francis Hornyold-Strickland
(PPC 98-05) who won one of the six essay prizes
at City University last year on the GDL, as well as
a course commendation. He has secured pupillage
at 7KBW and is just finishing a year of procedural
law (bar finals BPTC) before being ‘set loose
on the legal world’. Brother Rollo (Class of 07)
graduated with a 1st in English from St Andrews
and now has a sabbatical post, running all the
university’s music events. Sister Zoe (PPC 04-09)
is studying fashion at UWE and has secured an
internship with Savannah Miller at the family
label, Twenty8Twelve
fhornyoldstrickland@gmail.com
Fearless, fully qualified commercial pilot Tom
Bury (Class of 05) is appearing in the Dave TV
reality documentary series about Bush Pilots in
Botswana; the 10 episodes run from 2 July 2012.
More information can be found at:
http://uktv.co.uk/dave/series/tvseries/257711

News of the Churchhouse sisters, Gabrielle
and Georgina (both PPC 02-07) came via
their father, Gerard. Gabbie has completed
three years of Medicine at Leeds and is taking
the current academic year to complete a BSc
in Neuroscience, before returning to complete
her medical qualification. Georgie is at Jesus
College, Cambridge, reading for a Masters in Law
gabbie_c@btinternet.com and
g.churchhouse@ucl.ac.uk

Great news from Sam Attwood (ex PPC 2010,
Class of 12) who has landed his dream job at Bath
Golf Club, offering him a 3 year distance learning
degree from Birmingham University, instruction
Working in film distribution for Universal
from the Professional Golf Association training
Pictures Intl, Jamie Vivian (Class of 06) is living in centre at the Belfry plus encouragement to pursue
London with his brother Kyle (PPC 97-04) who personal competitions
is working for RBS. They plan to recruit fellow
stevenattwood@btinternet.com
first XV players for Old Boys Rugby in September
2012 vivs45@hotmail.com
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It’s ‘la vie en rose’ for Pam Rose(PPC 92-06)
who has had an excitingly busy year with the
arrival of their first grandchild to daughter
no 1 and the award of PhD (geo-technical
engineering) to daughter no 2. Pam is still
doing yoga (also Zumba!) and all sorts of craft
projects, trips abroad plus private tuition in
French and Spanish pjr100@blueyonder.co.uk
Former English teacher and live-in Allen House
tutor, Rachel Musson (PPC 02-05) has kept in
touch with PP colleagues. Since leaving Prior,
Rachel spent a year travelling, moved to Belfast
and taught there for a year, then landed a post
at Emanuel School, London in 2007. Rachel is
now giving up her job and flat to spend a year
volunteering in Nepal and Tanzania – her travel
blog is www.nomadicmusson.blogspot.co.uk
Tom Owens sent a summary: Rachel is
just completing a successful first year as
Headmistress of St George’s, Ascot, enjoying the
challenges greatly. Following a ‘year off ’, Tom
returns to teaching in September as Head of
Politics at RGS Guildford. Twins Arthur and
Willem are happy at St John’s Beaumont prep
school tjowens@hotmail.com

Old Boys
RUGBY

PPA 2011
GOLF DAY

GILES PRUETT

MIKE STEVENS

Not a tale of two halves, more a tale of two
Robinsons, and not an Olly in sight! Eddie’s
‘Eagles’ soared high, but Harry’s ‘ Hornets’
could sting.

Old Boys
CRICKET

Representatives of the class of 2007 took the field
of play; was it a ‘Bridge too far’ or a question of
‘too many Cooks’? No way! James and Sebastian
joined Hugo Davies, Stuart Johnson and Harry
Robinson and four unanswered tries were scored
before the younglings could catch their breath.
Pins and AJ added grit and guile.

A beautiful Sunday at the end of June 2011
saw the PPA cricket side take on the Capon
Invitation XI (made up of current school first
team players and recent leavers) in the annual
PPA Cricket fixture.

Old Old Boys (55) vs Young Old Boys (45)

But then realisation dawned: ‘Older boys don’t
quite have the legs’. The Eagles seized their chance;
‘quadzilla’ Indoe punched holes while Hugo just
punched but surely out-going Head Boy, Frazier
knew better than to take on the mighty St John?
Half time came and went with a slender two try
advantage for the oldies, but the writing was on
the wall. Arthur Dale struck home, followed by
Carl Christie and Barnsey.
But then, with the looks and prowess of a Danish
prince, The Thompsonator took control; dodging
and weaving, he ran in three unanswered tries.
Time to admit defeat! 11 tries to 9 to the Oldies,
some golden but mostly a little crisp round the
edges. What a spectacle!
Much credit must be given to all the boys and of
course Deputy Headmaster, Denis Clarke, who
refereed with customary skill and composure.

CHARLES O’BRIEN

The Old Boys XI was once again made up of a
number of cricketers who left school in the 60's,
70's, 90's and mid 00's. It was great to be able to
welcome back Sam Yang, IK Okoli and James
Power who were all cricketing powerhouses at
Prior Park in their time.
At the toss it was decided that the format would
include two 16 over a side matches – a change
from the formats in recent years. It certainly
allowed for some absorbing cricket and enabled
all players to take as full a part as possible. Perfect
summer conditions and the short nature of each
match allowed some aggressive batting from both
teams, but the younger Capon Invitation XI
managed to take the honours in both games.
The Alumni Cricket match remains an
important fixture in the diary and we are keen
to reintroduce a longer game – as was so
successful in years gone by.

Glorious weather greeted us yet again as we
returned to Bath Golf Club for our annual
contest. From hackers to low handicappers,
everyone enjoyed an excellent afternoon’s golf
followed by a convivial supper and prize-giving.
Results:
SectionA: 0-20 hcp:
1st
Emilio Nella
37pts
2nd
Martin Woodhouse 36pts
Vince Shannon
36pts
4th
Tony Bury
34pts
5th
Mike Blaikley
33pts
Section B: 20 and over hcp:
1st
Darren Crawford 32pts
(on countback)
2nd
Dominic Eedle
32pts
3rd
Tony Jiggins
29pts
Ladies Prize:

Liz Owen

30pts

Nearest the Pin:

Emilio Nella

Longest Drive:

Terry Williatgamuwa

PPA vs The Staff Cup: The Staff
In 2012 the Roy Cox Memorial Cup will be
played for the first time. We look forward to seeing
many old faces and hopefully several new ones too
on Friday 31 August 2012 at Bath Golf Club.
michaeljstevens@tiscali.co.uk

PPA GOLF PLAYERS 2011

The next encounter takes place on Saturday 8
September 2012, so please get on to your team
mates and fix the date in your diary today.
Let Debbie know if you would like to play on:
ppa@priorpark.co.uk

Thanks to all whose efforts made this game
possible

Not all players made it into the photo but those pictured are:
Back Row left to right: James Powell, Vince Shannon,
Barry Plews, Anthony Angelo-Sparling, Tony Bury

OLD BOYS XI

Middle Row left to right: Mike Stevens, Terry Willat,

Back Row left to right: Lincoln Rupesinghe, Sam Yang,

John Hickey, Charles Freeman, David Barber

Paul O’Dea (WK), Simon Phillips, Simon Brandon,

Front Row left to right: Liz Owen, Robin Francis,

OLD BOYS RUGBY SQUAD 2011

James Power, Chris Kershaw

Mark Rogers, Tony Jiggins, Emilio Nella, Suzannah Angelo-

Back Row left to right: Hugo Harris, Frazier Christie,

Front Row left to right: IK Okoli, Bob Rayner, Alan

Sparling, Andy Owen, Dominic Eedle

James Indoe, Stephen Medlock, Andy Barnes, James Ibertson-

Prentice, Charlie O’Brien (Captain)

Hurst, Sam Knights, Arthur Dale, Mr Thompson, Mr St
John, Andrew Pynegar, Seb Cook, Mr Clements, James

THE CAPON INVITATION XI

Bridge, Mr Clarke

Back Row left to right: Olly Robinson, Dan Naidoo, Ed

Front Row left to right: Seb Symington, Carl Christie, Ed

Robinson, Ben Eyre, Sam Ward, Matt Sackett, Will Dabell

Robinson, Mr McGuire, Mr Pruett, Stu Johnson, Harry

Front Row left to right: Sam Stopp, Seth Tapsfield, Ed

Robinson, Hugo Davies, Andy Johnson

Singleton, James Morrison, Nick Kempster
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2011

PPA Dinner
Patrick Tobin was a very welcome speaker and
he gave an astute and enthralling analysis of
the launch of the lay run Prior Park, paying
typically generous tributes to the staff and
pupils of the 1980s, whilst punctuating his
account with fascinating anecdotes.
In an attentive audience sat Patrick’s son,
Matthew, with his Roche House friend and
brother-in-law Edmund Layet, plus other past
pupils and teachers of that decade; all were
greatly enlightened to understand the pressures
of a difficult time, coming away with genuine
admiration for what had been achieved.

Patrick’s address followed an amusing and
thoughtful talk by former Christian Brother,
Joe Cainen, who set the scene of the Brothers’
final departure in 1981. Patrick’s speech
showed his incisive wit and erudition, linking
to the work of the Brothers and giving insight
into the challenges faced and the tremendous
commitment required to effect the vital
transition to lay administration. Both Patrick
and Joe endorsed the common mission of
Catholic education and the great spirit of Prior
Park, stressing the continuing relevance of
community values and beliefs, whilst making
the necessary changes to embrace a dynamic
world (providing an education relevant in every
way to the young people advancing to meet
it). The introduction of girls to make Prior
co-educational from 1983 was of course a key
innovation.

Patrick’s words encapsulated the honesty and
deep analysis that made him such an effective
leader of the school at a time of profound
challenge: his affection for the school, its staff
and the pupils that he taught was palpable.
He felt he might have expected too much of
some, but had the satisfaction of knowing that
they had been given ambition and purpose.
He also showed sympathetic understanding of
those who struggled to adapt, whilst explaining
clearly the standards that had to be established
for a school to excel. It was a privilege to listen
and to get some appreciation of the tremendous
work that had been done and to appreciate
how important Patrick’s family, Catholic faith
and unshakeable sense of purpose had been in
securing Prior Park’s future

Denis Clarke, Deputy Headmaster
We are taking a break from the traditional
PPA Dinner in 2012 but will keep you posted
on plans for 2013.

2012

Alumni Lunch
A new PPA event is being staged at Prior Park
this year: a buffet lunch in the Academy Hall for
all our old boys who are 65 years and over, plus
wives and partners. Already proving a popular
idea, the lunch is being organised by alumnus
Patrick Mason (Class of 1953), in partnership
with the PPA. The aim is that our old boys can
return to share a convivial meal with old school
friends in the glorious setting of the Mansion.
Tickets are £35 per head for the drinks
reception and buffet lunch with wine included.
Ticket order forms are available from Patrick
Mason on patrickmason137@btinternet.com
or Debbie O’Bryan on ppa@priorpark.co.uk or
by calling the PPA Office on 01225 835353
ext 244.
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The format is:
12.15pm – meet in the Mansion Hall for a
drinks reception
1.00pm – buffet lunch is served in the Academy
Hall, with informal seating at round tables
Following lunch – the PPC rugby first XV is
playing QEH Bristol at home on the Monument
Field; kick off 2.30pm – support this year’s
talented squad.
Alumni and guests are welcome to join post
match tea in the Refectory
Please get on the phone, or send emails to your
old Prior friends inviting them to join you at
this special new event; one table can hold up
to ten guests.

2011

Alumni Choir
The PPA had long been looking for a way
of bringing former pupils together in their
love of music and song and on Sunday 18
September 2011 we made a great start when
the Prior Park Alumni Choir gave its inaugural
performance alongside the school choristers.

This joyous Mass included a musical
cocktail of composers, with something
for everyone, and Prior’s Director of
Music, Roland Robertson, conducted
the combined choral body with his
usual warmth and flair.

Anna Playfair (Class of 2009) was the innovator
and driving force behind the Alumni Choir,
and her enthusiastic recruitment drive tapped
into a strong musical tradition amongst the
Prior Park community. The returning choristers
(although this is not an exclusive list since
there were some very welcome late joiners)
comprised: Nick Warren-Miller, George Hyde,
David Jones, Richard Jones,Maddy Turner,
Tolly Humphreys, Will Acton, Chris Lennon,
Alberic Elsom, Adrian Fitzgerald, Annie Taylor,
Natasha Goldsworth, Rosie Pinches, Edward
Sage, Julia Reichwald, Liv Bradley, Rhiannon
Lampard, Tor Tuckey, Rachel Canter, Sophie
White, Jess Sandbrook and the Playfair sisters,
Katie and Anna.
We are working on a diary date for 2012/13
when we can have a repeat event and grow our
merry band of former choristers – please check
the PPA website www.priorparkalumni.com
events listings and 'like' our Prior Park Alumni
Facebook page to receive all our updates

CLASS OF

2001
It was a select gathering of the class of 2001
who arrived in the Mansion on the evening of
26 November 2011 for an evening of catch up
on the past ten years and many, many laughs.
Helped by a delicious selection of curries from
the Prior Park catering team in the Refectory,
as well as a few glasses of bubbles at the drinks
reception beforehand, we reminisced on the first
ten years of the 21st century, what had changed
at Prior and what looked the same, and shared
news on absent friends.
Although unfortunate that a large number of
the class of 2001 were unable to attend due to
relatively short notice, other commitments and
distance to travel back to Bath, everyone agreed
that it was still a great event and thanks to both

Sophie (née Shaw) White and Tom Hayward
for handling the arrangements.
We were extremely pleased to be joined by Dr &
Mrs Mercer, Mr Cy Symonds (a tutor for many
of the class of 2001 at Prior Park in L3 before
Mr Symonds retired), Mrs Pamela Rose and Mrs
Clare Pepler for drinks in the Mansion Hall.
A number of the group continued the evening at
a certain well-known underground establishment
on North Parade in Bath until the early hours of
the Sunday morning.
Thank you class of 2001, see you for the next
reunion! tshayward@hotmail.com
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Weddings
at Prior

Sian and Ben Owen

Magnus and Esther Hinde

John and Nicola Bagwell
John Bagwell (PPC 80-84) married Nicola
Travis on Saturday 30 July 2011 at the College.
John (Watch Manager, MOD Fire & Rescue
based at Middle Wallop) met Nicola (European
Operations Development Manager for Iron
Mountain) at Netheravon Army Parachute
Centre in November 2007. Both skydive
regularly and have jumped all over the world,
with John also a Tandem and Static Line
Instructor.

On 12 August 2011, Magnus Hinde (who left
Prior in 1996) married Esther Rowland in the
Chapel. The service was a joint Anglican and
Catholic ceremony with The Reverend Jeremy
Wordsworth (formerly of Holy Trinity Combe
Down) doing the address whilst Father Peter
Cornwell performed the marriage ceremony
(sadly he didn’t hand out any choccie biccies!)
The duo are old friends and proved to be a
very amusing ecclesiastical dream team; at one
stage Jeremy apologised to Father Peter for the
Reformation! Magnus is now a teacher at The
Paragon School (Prior’s Junior School), and
Titus Mills, the Headmaster, read one of the
bidding prayers.

Several old boys and girls attended. Hugo
Warner, flew in from his job with PwC working
on police reform in the D.R. Congo in order to
be, in his words, ‘droit de seigneur’.... best man!
John proposed to Nicola – not whilst skydiving
James Whittleton, a Mayoral aid and town
as you may think! – but in a small bistro, with
crier in Malmesbury, laid down his fishing rod
a magician in on the act. John had hired a
and retired from the river bank to be an usher.
magician to perform table tricks for all the diners Another usher, Nick York, flew in from Sydney
so Nicola was not aware of the surprise. The final Australia with his wife Josie York (formerly
trick of the evening involved the engagement
Josephine Rowland – she is Esther’s identical
ring being 'magicked' from a pack of cards for
twin sister) and almost got first prize for the
John to bend his knee and propose.
longest distance travelled. However that honour
must go to Steve Wheadon, our photographer,
Their wedding was officiated by Father Bill,
who flew in from New Zealand. Steve, a full time
who was slightly late after 'running ' around in
chillaxer, has had a very colourful career – he was
pursuit of a new wedding cake, since John and
working as site manager for music tours and the
Nicola's had collapsed during delivery to Prior!
Rugby World Cup in New Zealand before flying
The church ladies then came to the rescue by
back to London to be a site manager for the 2012
decorating the cake to match the original. The
Olympic games. Many glamorous ex-Prior ladies
entire day was beautiful, with glorious sunshine
attended: Kate Cullum (formerly Miss Acton)
and fantastic catering from the Prior team.
and all the way from South Africa Lucie Bowyer
(formerly Miss Keogh). Jemima, Titus’ wife, and
Prior Park provided a perfect location with the
Alex Hucks (the Paragon Art teacher) did an
stunning views over Bath and the Palladian
incredible job of arranging the flowers.
Bridge, with many guests commenting on how
lucky John is to have attended a school with
Esther and Magnus became engaged after cycling
this lovely setting. The College team, especially
all the way from John O’Groats to Land’s End
Gill Mead and Father Bill, helped create an
on Magnus’ dad’s old Jack Taylor tandem. The
unforgettable day for John and Nicola to start
vintage bike did them proud, even in the hilly
their married life, which will, of course, never
Lake District. At Land’s End, as the sun was
be forgotten
setting, Magnus popped the question. The
suspicion is that Esther was so tired she was a
little unsure what she was agreeing to! Highly
romantic but definitely a tactical proposal too!
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On Saturday 14 April 2012 Sian Gulliford
(Class of 2005) married her fiancé Ben Owen
at the Chapel of Our Lady of the Snows. The
ceremony was wonderful and Sian was thrilled
that so many old school friends could attend.
Guests included her oldest and dearest friend,
Emma Stubbs, who was maid of honour and Sara
Budd who did a lovely reading.
Being back in the Chapel brought back fantastic
memories for Sian, particularly from her days as a
member of the Choir; the current Chapel Choir
sang two glorious anthems during the signing of
the register.
Sian met Ben whilst she was living in Manchester,
studying Theology at university; the happy
couple now live on the Wirral. Since graduating,
Sian has worked as a civil servant in the Prison
Service and more recently for the Her Majesty’s
Courts and Tribunals Service in Liverpool

Gabriel and Kerry Vick
Gabriel Vick (PPC Class of 2000) and Kerry,
who are both in the acting business, met through
a blind date set up by an actor friend. They soon
knew that they wanted to marry, and with their
shared West Country roots they were only too
happy to have their wedding, on 5 May 2012,
in the Chapel at Prior.
Their Preacher was the fabulous Father Peter
Cornwell who lives just up the road; he walked
to the service but got a lift in the wedding
stretch limo on his way home. Gabriel expressed
special thanks to the Director of Music, Roland
Robertson and the PPC Chapel Choir because
they sang beautifully and had clearly worked
really hard on the bride and groom’s musical
requests. Gabe admitted that the sheer beauty
of their singing made him cry in front of his
whole family.
The Chapel never fails to inspire and Gabriel and
Kerry enjoyed a wonderful, memorable service

The PPA Music Prize
Annie de Grey (Class of 2012), whose wide
ranging contribution to College Music has
been so consistently impressive, won the PPA
2011/12 Music Prize. Annie was a leading
member of Senior Chapel Choir and Choral
Society, a member of Schola Cantorum,
a solo singer and a double bass player in both
Orchestra and Big Band. She gained grade
8 with distinction in flute and singing, and
has grade 7 in piano. Music vouchers were
presented by PPA President Tony Bury at the
Alumni Dinner Concert in October 2011
and Annie was awarded the PPA Music Cup
at Speech Day 2012.
Annie is taking a gap year when she plans to
coach cricket in South Africa and then, from
September 2013, she hopes to read Music at
York University

London Lunch for early ‘70s alumni
Following the inaugural lunch arranged by
Gerry Thwaites in 2010, those at Prior in
the early 70’s met at Del Aziz restaurant near
London Bridge. There were 15 in all, and
most arrived for a beer and photo exchange
before lunch. Johnny Boylan, Fabian Cabedo,
Bernard Connolly, Richard Cutliffe, Dominic
Eedle, John Hickey, Adrian Lovett-Turner,
Malcolm Milne, Kevin Moore, Peter Pitt,
Gerry Thwaites, Mike Vieyra, Brian Wake
and Andrew Zulver had lunch, and Anthony
Johnson joined them for drinks.
Many had not seen each other for 40 years,
but recognition was instant (despite the grey
hair and, for some, the acquisition of belly
dancing attributes!). They just missed joining
Del Aziz’s own Friday night belly dancing as
the last old boys drifted away!
Same again for 2012 – is anyone else
interested in coming along? Contact
Andrew Zulver andrew@zulver.com

Reunion Plans for the Class of 1968
Forty members of the Class of 1968 are in
regular contact and only a handful remain to
be tracked down. Their third reunion, to mark
45 years since leaving school, is scheduled for
July 2013. Plans include a gathering at Prior,
a tour of the school and some organised events
around Bath. Sixteen attendees are already
confirmed. Meanwhile, if anyone knows
the whereabouts of John Agnew, William
Bunting, Patrick Daly, Kevin Deadman,
Nick Mahoney, Anthony Neel or Peter Twist,
please contact Debbie O’Bryan at the PPA.

REUNION
Simon Morgan

In 2010, after we both hit 55, Martin Bury
and I decided it was time for a school reunion.
Previously, we had both been far too busy
dealing with the present and planning for the
future to think about the past. But the onset of
middle age made us realise that if we were to try
and reconnect with our time at Prior and those
who shared it with us, it was now – or never.
We left Prior in the mid-seventies, and in
September 1974 the school had celebrated the
Golden Jubilee of the Christian Brothers of
Ireland’s ministry. Within a few years however
the CBs had left and Prior had begun a new
journey into the outstanding Catholic
co-educational school it now is.
Our era was also the start of a golden rugby
season from which the 1st XV emerged
unbeaten (scoring a total of 465 points,
conceding only 53), and in the Spring of ‘75
the 7 a side team won the Rosslyn Park 7’s
(plus the Bath, Oxford and Clifton 7’s too).
We decided that rugby would be our reunion
theme for Saturday 9 September when the
school would be playing old arch rivals,
Monkton Combe, plus there would also
be the old boys rugby to watch. The task of
locating and inviting everybody was eased with
Facebook and LinkedIn and the school were
magnificent in supporting us.
To our great pleasure and surprise the response
from our peers was very encouraging; it seems
that they also felt the time was ripe to return,
and many did. Nigel Pardo made a special trip
from Gibraltar. Some, like him, brought along
wives and partners who finally understood
where their men had picked up all those weird,
annoying habits.

74, 75, 76
We were also delighted to welcome back a
number of the staff who had spent so much
time and energy in trying to teach us. Tony
O’Sullivan (who must have a portrait in his attic
as he seems not have aged since I last saw him
20 years ago) and his wife, Breedge, led a gallant
band of Vic Ferguson and Brian Bane. Sadly
Clive Symonds could not make it. We were also
delighted to welcome Mostyn Thomas’ widow,
Joy, and daughter, Christine.
But could we get a Christian Brother to attend?
Sadly, most had already gone to meet their
maker. With the vital assistance of Mark Veale
we finally managed to run Jack Keegan to
ground in Mullingar. Unfortunately he was not
able to come in person but via the wonders of
the internet we managed to connect by Skype,
so that for one last time we had a ‘virtual’
Housemaster to say grace before dinner which
was held in the Mansion Chapel.
Many who came, and some who did not,
produced a wealth of pictures and memorabilia
which we displayed on a screen. There we all
were, the best part of 40 years younger, looking
out with all the hope and confidence of youth.
I wondered, if we could have seen our older selves
returning our gaze, would we be pleased with
what we had become? I like to think we would.
Attendees: Simon Morgan, Martin Bury,
Mark Baker, Greg Hull, David Verrechia,
Joe Bradley, Adrian Williams, James Spencer,
Anthony McQuiggan, Graham Sharp,
David Adair, Nick Wrightman, Nigel Pardoe,
Mike Limpert-Peers, Chris Limpert-Peers,
James Gregory, Wilhelm Gregory, Robin Fisher,
Peter Wharton, Mark Stevens, John Blayney,
Simon Spencer, Pash Mintowt-Cyz,
John Palmer, William Van Heesewijk,
Mark Chantler, Joy & Chris Thomas

Terry Illott terryilott@aol.com
Tim Heining timothyheining@hotmail.com
T H E G OSSI P B OWL
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ninety–one
CLASS OF

Twenty Year Anniversary
In June 2011, the Class of 1991 rolled back the
years with a memorable 20 year reunion.

Many also attended the Alumni Day at the
College on the Sunday, in the baking sun of
the hottest day of the year. This was another
The occasion resulted from a conversation
fabulous event, which included a fascinating
between Ed Layet and Teddy Manotoc in 2009. guided tour of the school.
It was during Teddy’s first visit to the UK since
leaving Prior and the two agreed that a 20 year Sadly no Filipino alumni were able to join the
event, and Matthew Tobin had a wedding to
reunion should be arranged. And Matthew
Tobin confirmed that this was definitely an idea attend. But it was agreed by all that another
worth pursuing!
reunion should be organised in five years’ time.
So if you missed out this time, there will be
another chance!
An equitable division of labour was agreed:
Teddy would muster all alumni resident in the
Philippines and Ed would sort out everything else. Saturday evening attendees included:
And so it came about that 23 of the class of
1991 met for pre-dinner drinks at the Pig and
Fiddle in Bath. A few admitted to feeling a
little trepidation about the event, but within
no time at all the years had melted away and it
was as if we had never left Prior.
A lovely meal at the private room in Wood's
restaurant followed. This provided an ideal
venue for continuing to catch up with old
friends. The meal ended with James assuming
the role of Head Boy once more, by giving an
impromptu speech worthy of the occasion.

On the evening of Saturday 3 September 2011,
the Mansion rang with the exuberant greetings
of old school friends, reunited at Prior after
26 years. Arnold Lasrado, John Kelly, Douglas
Robertson, Justine Chapman, Mark Gallen,
Ishaan Fhaasee, Marielle Hunt, Bill Waring,
Steve Rogers, Dominic Bispham, John
Howells and Victor Laurel from the Class of
1985 met to catch up on the intervening years.
This small but enthusiastic reunion group had
been organised by Justine (née Chapman)
and Mark Gallen. They did an amazing job of
promoting and planning the event, even down
to the detail of the ‘85 ipod playlist. These old
friends had so much fun they vowed to make
this the first of many such reunions; Mark and
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Andrew Boosey, Ben Yang, Carolina Linares
Claire Cartwright, Chris Martin, Damian
Hebron, Dave Fox, Ed Layet, Frank Borg,
Gawain Gascoigne, James Power,
Jonathan O'Dea, Jonathan Tomlinson,
Marc Demarquette, Marc Mordant,
Miles Dyton, Pete Radley, Peter Rippin,
Rachael Barrett, Richard Mills-Hicks,
Richard Parkin, Simon Ardron, Tim Bennett
We were also joined on the Sunday by
Lisa Foley-Haukom and Geraldine
(née Davies) Walsh

Justine need to rest on their exhausted laurels
so we need a volunteer please!
The revellers had a guided tour of the College
– inspecting the school photos along the
Mansion corridor, the old bedroom dividers
in St Peter’s, the legendary round room, the
showers on the top floor of St Paul’s and many
an old bedroom. The memories came flooding
back... was there no Health & Safety in 1985!
Dinner was served in the beautiful book lined
quiet library and after ‘timing out’ in the
Mansion, Mark and Justine invited the group
back to their house in Combe Down. Nobody
left before 4.30 on the Sunday morning.
A reunion that won’t be forgotten in a hurry

CLASS OF

Frederick Cardozo 1916-2011
Frederick ‘Freddy’ Cardozo was an officer
with the Special Operations Executive (SOE)
who played a key role in the French Resistance
campaign in the Massif Central immediately
before and after D-Day.
Born on 1 December 1916 at Newhaven in
Sussex, Freddy’s early years were spent on his
father’s farm in Devon. In 1922 the family left
England, eventually settling in the Loire valley.
After schooling in Geneva and Tours, aged 12
Freddy finally came to Prior Park, which his son
described as a ‘defining and formative place’ for
him as much as it had been for Charles, Freddy’s
own father in the 1890s.
Freddy excelled at games, captaining an
unbeaten Prior Park first XI hockey team which
represented England at the European Schools
Hockey Tournament in Koblenz. Shortly before
meeting the German Chancellor, the semifinalists were instructed to greet him with the
customary Nazi salute. However, the arms of
the Prior team remained rigidly at their sides.
After the final, Hitler disappeared before the
presentation of the trophy to the victorious
team… Prior Park.
After working as a European tour guide, and as a
‘very reticent bank trainee’, Freddy quickly opted
for a more exciting career as a soldier just before
the start of the Second World War.
Freddy was posted to France at the outbreak of
war, and took part in the retreat to Dunkirk.
During the retreat, he was wounded by shrapnel
which his orderly promptly extracted with a
pen-knife.
After a long spell of Home Defence duties,
his battalion was posted to Scotland to begin
training for D-Day. Following an exhausting
exercise, he and his men sang a selection of
bawdy songs. Upon hearing a solitary voice
intoning a crude but recognisable French ditty,
Freddy joined in with the refrain. Approaching
his mysterious partner, he found that it was
Henry Thackthwaite, who worked with the Free
French in SOE. Being bilingual, Freddy was an
attractive candidate for SOE, and was promptly
offered a job, which he accepted. In the words
of one senior SOE commander: “The courage
and skill of British agents is without equal, it’s
just that their French accents are appalling.”
However, Freddy’s fluency presented no such
problems; he spoke it as a Frenchman.
After training in parachuting, demolitions,
and hand-to-hand combat, Freddy was

Obituaries

Billy Drake 1917-2011
parachuted on to the snow-clad Mont Mouchet
in May 1944. His objective was to report on
the resistance in the area, and co-ordinate
support for the forthcoming Allied invasion in
Normandy. This was a dangerous role, with an
average life expectancy of under three months.
Freddy acted with courage and skill throughout,
winning over the local commander ‘Colonel
Gaspard’ with 28 plane-loads of arms. Freddy
soon distinguished himself in action. The
Germans attempted to attack Mont Mouchet
twice in early June, however Freddy’s outstanding
personal bravery and skill arguably saved the
entire force on both occasions.

Group Captain Billy Drake, who died on 28
August 2011, was one of the leading Allied aces
of the Second World War with a score of 24.5
aerial kills.
Born in London on 20 December 1917,
Billy was a direct descendant of the legendary
naval hero Francis Drake. Due to his lively
temperament, Billy moved through several
schools, including Prior Park. Just shy of his 18th
birthday he answered an RAF advertisement in
Aeroplane magazine, and was commissioned
a few months later, in 1936.

Sent to France during the ‘Phoney War’ in
September 1939, Billy experienced little action
until April 1940. In the ensuing Blitzkrieg Billy
scored four and a half victories. On one occasion
he took on a flight of Dorniers alone and, lacking
oxygen for high altitude flying, still managed to
score a kill. However, three days later he was shot
down and wounded. After bailing out he was
Freddy’s main task was to unite the fractious
met by farmers who briefly mistook him for a
Resistance into one single command structure.
German. Upon showing them his British pilot’s
He accomplished this after managing to persuade wings they became considerably friendlier.
the Communist Gaspard to work with the pro
De Gaulle former army officer, Roger Fayard.
During the Battle of Britain, Billy served
briefly as an instructor until begging friends to
Throughout August, Freddy took part in
give him something more suited to his feisty
operations to slow down the movements of
nature. Subsequently, he flew reconnaissance
Germans near Aurillac. In September, he helped missions over the English Channel. Any German
cut off a force of over 5,000 Germans south
formations flying towards London quickly
of Nevers, virtually ending the occupation of
encountered Billy’s fearsome aggression: ‘I would
central France. Mission accomplished, Freddy
land, grab a cup of tea and I’d be shouting, “fuel
returned to London and was awarded the
her up – let’s go again”. For his many victories,
Military Cross, as well as the Légion d’Honneur Billy was awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross
and the Croix de Guerre by the French. 60 years in December 1940.
later Freddy was still revered by his surviving
French ‘maquis’ resistant colleagues for his
Billy subsequently served in Sierra Leone, North
courage and ‘sang froid Britannique’.
Africa, and Europe, as well as in the titanic siege
of Malta. In 1942 Billy was awarded a Bar to
After the war Freddy had a number of postings
his DFC for a raid on Gazala which ‘grounded
including India, Palestine, and Suez as a liaison
the German fighter force for three days’. Billy’s
officer with French forces. He was an instructor
actions in North Africa also earned him a
at the École de Guerre in Paris, and as a College
Distinguished Service Order.
Commander at Sandhurst, before retiring in 1958.
Along with his DSO, and DFC, Billy was
He moved to Morocco and began working
awarded the American DFC in recognition of
for the Save the Children Fund, later working
aid provided to American bombers over Sicily.
for De Beers in Sierra Leone before retiring to
Bath, and eventually to his childhood home
He served until 1963, his final posting being
of the Loire Valley.
commanding officer at a base in Devon.
Retiring to Portugal to manage a bar and several
Freddy will be best remembered for a
properties, he eventually returned to England to
characteristic affability that was to serve him
settle in Devon
in good stead throughout his time at Prior,
and both before and after the war. In 1949 he
married Simone, a childhood friend, with whom
he had a son, Geoffrey and a daughter, Sophie
Despite the harrowing nature of the guerrilla
war in France, Freddy never forgot to act
with conscience. The most pertinent example
of his strong morality is when he saved ten
captured Germans from execution by his French
companions.
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David Sinclair Whitaker 1931-2012

Christopher Logue 1926-2011

Michael Burton 1949-2011

Celebrated composer, arranger and conductor,
David Whitaker died in an Oxford hospital,
just five days after his eighty first birthday.

Christopher Logue, the poet and playwright
celebrated for his version of Homer’s Iliad and
who counted among his many fans a former
President of the Irish Republic, died on 2
December 2011, aged 85.

Michael Burton (PPC 1961-1968) died at his
home in Somerset on 4 October 2011, aged 62.

My friend for more than 50 years, Michael was
a visionary artist and craftsman. He pursued
an unconventional school career, perhaps to
Born in Southsea in November 1926, Christopher the frustration of the Brothers. Fortunately our
attended a number of Catholic boarding schools. inspiring art teacher Ronald Palmer recognised
Whilst at Prior, he was a contemporary of the poet Michael’s extraordinary ability and nurtured it –
Peter Levi and during his lifetime he mixed with
and him – with characteristically impish
several distinguished literary figures. On leaving
enthusiasm and fiercely high standards, winning
After two years at the Guildhall, David
school in 1944 he joined the army, serving with
Michael’s lifelong gratititude.
completed his National Service with two years in the Black Watch in the Middle East.
the Rifle Brigade. On leaving the army in 1951
As teenagers we listened to Dusty Springfield (our
he spent some years in industry, not taking up
Moving to Paris in 1951 Christopher befriended
goddess), yearned for (and eventually achieved)
his musical career again until the early sixties.
Alexander Trocchi, the novelist, poet, and
ownership of Vespa scooters, and pursued, with
He made his way to Denmark Street, London´s editor of the literary magazine Merlin. With the
limited means, ‘the look’. Clothes remained a
Tin Pan Alley, where he worked for music
encouragement of WS Graham, Christopher
lifelong passion: Michael made an impression.
publisher, Freddy Poser, making string
published his first collection of poems Wand and
arrangements for the BBC, also attending the
Quadrant in 1953.
He trained to be a ‘hammerman’ at the Sir John
Guildhall for further study in orchestration.
Cass College in London, mastering traditional
Following this success, Christopher returned
silversmithing skills. I own a piece from 1974:
Things took off when David was asked to arrange to London where he published more books of
a porringer, raised from a single piece of silver,
songs for The Rolling Stones and for Marianne
poetry, but it was in 1959 that he began his most
whose lid bears a tiny silver village of Somerset
Faithfull, also releasing an album of his own
noteworthy undertaking: with no understanding cottages, clustering around an ivory-roofed
music, Music to Spy By, in the mid-sixties.
of Greek, he was commissioned to write a
church. The whole is poised perfectly on a gently
translation of Homer’s Iliad. Thus he memorised curved base: imagination set free by artful skill.
David worked with a wide range of big stars of
the story line and familiarised himself with literal Michael excelled in carving silver objects, often on
the day, The Eurythmics, Jimmy Page, Johnny
renderings of the text, and then began to form
a Lilluptian scale, drawing inspiration from the
Hallyday, Air and Simply Red. Over the years
it into verse. The idea of the commission was
natural world and classic technology. Thus the lapel
he worked a great deal with the French, his most to make The Iliad more immediate to modern
brooch I wore to his wake: a pig on a bicycle.
famous arrangement being for the late Claude
audiences. Published over six volumes, the
François, Comme d´Habitude, a hit in France,
resulting work earned him the debut Wilfred
His workshop was a seeming chaos of tools, longbut an even greater success when recorded by
Owen award for poetry concerning warfare,
playing records, hats, newspaper clippings, work
Frank Sinatra as My Way. Of recent years,
the Whitbread Poetry Prize, and Logue himself
in progress – and, well, stuff. And yet it seemed a
David had been arranging for another top French was awarded the CBE for this and his other
perfect embodiment of Michael’s endlessly curious
singer, Étienne Daho.
contributions to literature.
imagination. Others will write with more authority
than me on Michael’s musicianship, particularly
David was also a well-respected composer for
One of his most popular poems, ‘Come to the
his long-lived combo Sneaky Pete and the Vipers,
the world of cinema, his first film, Don't Raise
Edge’, is set three-dimensionally in concrete in a
which achieved semi-legendary status in Somerset
the Bridge, Lower the River, starring Jerry Lewis, garden visible to walkers in the Lake District and and beyond.
being released in the summer of 1968. He went
a verse was also watermarked into Mary
on to compose the music for over twenty films,
McAleese’s gown for her inauguration as President Enjoyment of Michael’s exuberance was sometimes
some of the most notable being The Sword and
of the Republic of Ireland. Christopher also
punctuated by exasperation. Couldn’t he be a bit
the Sorcerer in 1983 and Run Wild, Run Free,
invented the poster-poem, recorded Red Bird the more focussed, a little more commercially minded?
a delightful tale of a deaf boy and a white colt,
highly successful jazz/poetry disc and worked
But Michael was Michael: endlessly charming
released in 1969. Latterly, David was working
for Private Eye.
and disarming. And his work, in its rich variety,
closely with French director, Dominic Moll,
will endure in national collections and private
being nominated for the Caesar award at the
Despite his small stature, Christopher Logue was homes, treasured pieces to be handed on to new
Cannes Film Festival 2000 for his soundtrack of a larger than life character whose father often
generations: curious, strange, beautiful and totally
With a Friend like Harry.
tired of his ‘wild political talk’; he was an active
expressive of their creator.
campaigner for CND, and was one of Bertrand
For the past 25 years David had lived in the
Russell’s Committee of 100 who refused to refrain My heart goes out to Michael’s fine children, Hetty,
Oxford village of Tackley with his second wife,
from demonstrating, leading to a two month
Eli and Phoebe, to their mother Rose, and to
Sue, to whom he had been happily married for
imprisonment in 1961.
Michael’s sisters Alison and Jocelyn. Michael rests
41 years. Their son, Rupert, is also an alumnus
in the beautiful Higher Ground woodland burial
of Prior Park (Class of 1988). David also leaves
Christopher was everything one might expect
site at Corscombe, north Dorset. Given his gift for
two sons, Edmund and Conrad, from his first
from a poet: in his writing he was forceful and
friendship, I was not surprised to meet some seven
marriage to Rita
vivid, and in his life there was never a dull moment PPC peers at his wake.
David was part of the Prior Park Class of 1947.
He was an undoubtedly gifted musician, greatly
encouraged by Norah Hodges, his piano teacher
at Prior. In 1947 he was awarded a scholarship to
the Guildhall School of Music, where he studied
piano, composition and conducting.

By Rory Keegan
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Bernard Hewlett 1925-2012

Brian Tucker 1931-2011

Dr Terence Barwell 1916-2012

Bernard was born and brought up in
Wimbledon. He attended the Sacred Heart
School but the outbreak of war meant his family
were evacuated to North Wales, and Bernard to
Prior Park. He only spent a short time at Prior
but he enjoyed the music, sport and friendship
of others. He moved to Colwyn Bay to finish his
education. Bernard had always enjoyed sailing so
it was no surprise that he joined the RN in 1943.
On leaving the Navy in ’46, he completed an
electrical engineering degree and became
an apprentice at Crompton Parkinson Ltd.
He progressed in sales engineering and during
this time he met Audrey and had four children.
He continued in engineering into his late forties,
finishing as Regional Director for the Institute
of Sales Engineers.

Brian led an extraordinary life. Born in 1931 in
Dar-Es-Salaam, where his father was a customs
officer, Brian spoke Swahili as fluently as English.
His resilience and ability to deal with the
unexpected were established early on when, aged
nine, he was sent unaccompanied to boarding
school in South Africa, 2000 miles away. Teenage
travels included an overland journey the length
of Africa to Alexandria in 1945, and trips to and
from Jamaica, returning by banana boat to begin
life as a boarder at Prior Park. Known at Prior
as ‘Tommy’, he made his mark in the rugby First
XV three years in a row and as Head Prefect.

Dr Terence Barwell, who we believed to have
been our oldest old boy, died on 11 April 2012,
aged 96.

Prior was followed by National Service and
then by Cambridge where he read Engineering.
Graduating, he joined Shell and, having
meanwhile fallen in love with Anne Perry, they
At this point he remarried and started a new
married in 1954. Shell took them to Nigeria,
career as a financial advisor up to his early
Ghana and Libya before emigrating to Australia
70s. Whilst he was sad his marriages did not
in 1969. Brian quit engineering to become a
succeed, he remained positive and old age
farmer, firstly in New South Wales and then on
certainly mellowed him. He returned to his
Flinders Island. More lateral thinking followed:
faith, attending Mass at Prior regularly. He
Brian sold the farm and bought the small airline
loved the singing and catching up with the 'old
that operated in and out of Flinders. His son
boys'. Bernard was a 'doer' and got involved with Michael was a qualified pilot, the airline’s base
various organisations in Bath; he joined MENSA was in Victoria and all looked rosy until the early
aged 70, was Chairman of the Royal Overseas
1990’s market crash. Promair folded and Brian
League and 41 Club, membership secretary
had to start again. He opened a back-packers’
and regular player for U3A tennis, partaking in
hostel with access to Wilsons Prom National
the annual Julian House walk (20miles around
Park. Soon an established success, Brian was able
the hills of Bath) and he delighted in the press
to sell it, and indulge his ambition to sail around
coverage as one of the eldest to do it. He loved
the world.
gardening and was happiest being outside and
chatting to passers by.
Easter 2000 saw Brian and Anne set off in
‘Hakuna Matata’ (Swahili for No Worries).
Towards the end dementia diminished Bernard; They arrived in Kilifi, Kenya, for Brian’s 70th
he was frustrated and scared by his inability to
birthday and a rendezvous with his brothers
engage effectively with those around him but
Kevin and Colin. But then Hakuna Matata hit
during this time his favourite words, which
a sunken wreck in harbour; Brian and Anne
gave him most comfort, were 'Wimbledon' and
rescued essential documents, but the yacht was
'Catholic Church'. He died on 9 February 2012
beyond recovery.
in the Bristol Royal Infirmary following a fall
on Christmas Eve. Prior Park College honoured Next they bought ‘Twende’ (Swahili for Let’s
his wishes by having the service at school.
Go) – and cruised the Pacific to New Zealand
He was a great dad and is sorely missed by his
and New Caledonia before finally ‘swallowing
four remaining children.
the anchor’ in 2006. They also travelled the
world more conventionally, by air.
In 2010 Brian was diagnosed with lung cancer;
battling the disease with typical cheerfulness,
he died in August 2011 shortly before his 80th
birthday. His was an exemplary life, rich beyond
most people’s imaginings, with the constant
support of Anne and his family. He is survived
by Anne, by five of his six children, by many
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, and was
loved by all of them.

Obituaries continued

Terry had started at Prior in 1925 together with
his brother, John. Unhappily for Terry, Brother
Burke’s French lessons and rugby training were
invariably accompanied by the strap, since Terry
excelled at neither. He did however respond to
the encouragement of Brother Gill, saying that
he ‘learned more of value in the year in his class
than in any other’. Terry recounted one adventure
when, together with Stephen Wheatman and
one other boy, they had been isolated because
of German Measles, spending much of the
Michaelmas term unsupervised, playing in the
Gym. Here the boys discovered some swords
among the theatre props and enjoyed thrusting
the swords through the stage curtain. When
the opening night came for the next school
production, beams of light shone through the
ripped fabric; luckily moths were blamed!
Following school, Terry went on to St Mary’s
Hospital Medical School, studying medicine
whilst also pursuing his interest in rowing. He
won many inter-hospital trophies and gained
his ‘Purple’, rowing for London University. Just
before he qualified he was transferred to Park
Prewett Hospital in Basingstoke – and here he
met his wife, marrying in 1940. Soon after Terry
joined the Navy and a busy war followed. He
spent much time on ships in the Far East and was
on the destroyer, HMS Express at the sinking of
the battleships, Prince of Wales and Repulse.
When the War was over, Terry spent time
making sure his medical expertise was suitable
for General Practice and was delighted to
be offered a partnership in St Ives. He was a
wonderful GP, much admired by his peers. One
of his young locums paid this tribute: ‘Working
for Terry was the best and most important
experience of General Practice that any young
doctor could have wished for’.
When they moved to Cornwall they had two
children, to be followed by another four. Two
boys, Peter and William, followed Terry to
Prior Park and to St Mary’s and both went
into General Practice, with Peter moving into
psychotherapy from 1986.
Terry retired in 1977 and it was a Prior alumnus,
Tim Pardoe (PPC 59-66), who took over from
him. Terry enjoyed sailing and gardening during
his retirement and remained mentally very alert
until a short time before he died. He is survived
by all his children, many grandchildren and five
great grandchildren
T H E G OSSI P B OWL
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Obituaries
continued
Anthony Fejer 1946-2010
Father Tony Fejer, alumnus of Cricklade Prep
School and Prior Park College (1957 - 62) and
a priest of the Clifton Diocese, passed away
peacefully on 21 April 2010 having bravely
suffered cancer for a number of years.
Father Tony was born in Brussels, Belgium
on 18 April 1946. His priestly studies took
place at Heythrop and the Beda, Rome.
His ordination was on 24 April 1976 in St
George’s, Taunton.
Father Tony’s ministry was mostly in
Wiltshire; serving at Holy Rood in Swindon;
The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Chippenham; and St Joseph’s, Wroughton.
He was also well known in Gloucestershire
ministering in St Peter’s, Gloucester and St
Thomas of Canterbury, Fairford where he
was parish priest for a few years until his
illness took hold. Latterly he spent a while in
Hungary and with the Carmelites in Oxford.
One of his parishioners said of him: "Fr Fejer
was one of the kindest people I have had the
privilege of meeting… God only takes the best
and Fr Fejer was one of them!"
By Laurence D Gibney

In Memoriam:
John McGinn (PPC Class of 1949)
Paul Nethercot (PPC 1949 - 1954)
David Bogie (PPC 1946 - 1953)
Ian Forsyth (PPC 1960 - 1965)
Christopher Thicks (PPC 1958 - 1962)
Canon Anthony Cotter (PPC Class of 1935)
Charles Anthony Dickins (PPC 1934 - 1938)

A Lasting Legacy for
The Prior Foundation:
Making a Bequest
Prior Park today has become a flourishing
community with firm Catholic roots. It has
kept going by the faith of visionaries and the
good works of the doggedly determined. It has
been served by doers as well as dreamers but
has given all a true Education for Life.
Planning a gift in your will can make a
tremendous difference to the lives of our
students as we endeavour to provide facilities
and resources that enhance the teaching
and match the needs of our 21st century
pupils, providing the best possible learning
environment. Leaving a legacy today enables us
to plan with greater confidence for tomorrow.

Your legacy is a gift to their future,
maintaining your connection
in perpetuity. You can help us
to transform lives
The income from fees alone is not sufficient
to meet restoration costs or fund new capital
projects. We invite you to become part of our
vision and help give us the financial security
to fund assisted places for talented but less
financially fortunate young people and also to
preserve the magnificent architecture across
The Prior Foundation. By leaving a legacy
you will be giving the gift of an education or
extending our heritage.
The Prior Foundation believes that such a
commitment to the future should not be
recognised purely through acts of remembrance,
and that those who have chosen to endow the
future should be both honoured and thanked
in their lifetime. It is for this reason that we are
creating The Mansion Society named in honour
of the fabric of Prior Park.
This is a new initiative with exclusive member
benefits and is open to all who make a pledge
of a legacy gift to The Prior Foundation and
who wish to be recognised.

Picture of Tony Dickins and Leonard de Freitas
at Prior Park for the PPA Dinner in June 1954
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If you would like further information or just
an informal chat on how you might be able to
support us then do please get in touch with
Melanie Ball, Development Director on
01225 835353 Ext 244 or by e-mail:
melanieball@priorpark.co.uk

The Phoenix School Magazine
The annual College magazine is available
to download or view online on the school
website: www.thepriorfoundation.com
Go to the College home page, click on the
Resources tab at the top and browse the pdf
archive under ‘Downloads’. New editions of
The Phoenix are uploaded in the autumn of
each year
Tracking Prior Park’s Sporting Success
For those who take an interest in sport
at Prior Park, there is a comprehensive
new website for school match results that
everybody can access. It holds the results
for all boys and girls matches played by
Prior. Results data is uploaded early in
the week following the weekend (and
mid-week) fixtures. Please have a look at:
www.schoolssports.com where you can search
for Prior Park under ‘Find Your School’ and
then track the various College sports, and the
different school teams within that sport,
to see the outcomes of all the fixtures
Private Functions at the College
The College can provide a stunning venue
for your wedding, private party, corporate or
sporting event. Venues for hire include the
Chapel, the Mansion Hall and Portico, the
Academy Hall, the John Wood Chapel, the
Refectory and the Pavilion. Please contact
Debbie O’Bryan if you would like more
information on availability or catering
Email ppa@priorpark.co.uk
or call 01225 835353 ext 244
Prior Park Memorabilia
The traditional navy silk Prior Park Alumni
tie with its distinctive turquoise, red and gold
stripes is available at £25, or £28 to include
UK postage and packaging. No well-dressed
alumnus should be without one!
James Scrase’s elegant etching of the College
is available as an unmounted print at £10, to
include UK postage and packaging.
Online orders and payments will be possible
from 2013 but meanwhile please make
cheques payable to Prior Park Alumni and
send to Debbie O’Bryan at Prior Park Alumni,
Prior Park College, Ralph Allen Drive, Bath
BA2 5AH. Email ppa@priorpark.co.uk for
quotes on overseas mailing

Year Group

REPRESENTATIVES
Class of leaving years

Name of Representative

Email address/contact details

Class of leaving years

Name of Representative

Email address/contact details

Class of 2012

Joe Barron-Snowdon

joesnowflake@live.co.uk

Classes of the late 70s

William Van Heesewjik

vanh123@hotmail.com

Class of 2012

Esther Scriven

esst@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1975

Robin Fisher

robinfisher6457@gmail.com

Class of 2012

Bryony Exton

blessie@msn.com

Class of 1975

Simon Morgan

simon@morganandrowe.com

Class of 2012

Lucy Howlett

lucyhowlett@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1974

Martin Bury

martin.bury@capitalguidance.com

Class of 2011

Nick Pitts

gpitts@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1973

vacancy

Class of 2011

Fiona Kempster

fifikempster@hotmail .com

Class of 1972

Andrew Zulver

Class of 2011

George Tuckey

tuckey93@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1971

vacancy

Class of 2010

Sophie Griffiths

sophiegriffiths91@hotmail.com

Class of 1970

Tony Bury

tonybury@contaxgroup.com

Class of 2010

Hannah Eyre

hannah_eyre@hotmail.com

Class of 1970

Simon Howell

simon@dentalhealth.org

Class of 2009

Fiona Rae

fionarae@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1969

vacancy

Class of 2009

Johnny Neville

john.neville@newcastle.ac.uk

Class of 1968

Tim Heining

timothyheining@hotmail.com

Class of 2008

Tom Yardley

thomas@yardleyfamily.co.uk

Class of 1968

Terry Ilott

TerryIlott@aol.com

Class of 2008

Rosie MacKean

raisin4@hotmail.com

Class of 1967

Chris Dowse

chrisdowse586@btinternet.com

Class of 2007

Tolly Humphreys

harryhumphreys@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1966

Adrian Fitzgerald

abf@pomathorn.fsnet

Class of 2007

Hetty Coles

hetty_coles@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1965

vacancy

Class of 2006

Phoebe Hammill

phoebe.hammill@gmail.com

Class of 1964

Ian Haddon

i.haddon@btinternet.com

Class of 2006

Scott Parker

scottjp7@gmail.com

Classes of the early 1960s

Peter Hilton

peterhilton@waitrose.com

Class of 2005

Hannah Smith

hansmit_24@hotmail.com

Classes of the late 1950s

Andy Owen

andrew.owen@uwclub.net

Class of 2005

Francis Hornyold-Strickland

fhornyoldstrickland@gmail.com

Class of 1958

Barry Plews

barlizplews@yahoo.co.uk

Class of 2004

Elizabeth Munton-Blackledge

lizzmunton@hotmail.com

Classes of the early 1950s

Patrick Mason

patrickmason137@btinternet.com

Class of 2004

James Greene

jgreene4@ITS.JNJ.com

Classes of the early 1950s

Tony Jiggins snr.

tonyjiggins@onetel.com

Class of 2003

Anne-Marie Mould

annemariemould@hotmail.co.uk.

Classes of the late 1940s

Rae Carter

postal address available from PPA Office

Class of 2002

Charlie Hare

charlie.hare84@googlemail.com

Classes of the late 1940s

Michael Corrigan

jmichaelcorrigan@tiscali.co.uk

Class of 2002

Kate Munton

katemunton@hotmail.com

Class of 2001

Tom Hayward

tshayward@hotmail.com

Class of 2001

Sophie (née Shaw) White

soph_shaw@hotmail.com

Class of 2000

Tula Penfold

tula_penfold@hotmail.com

Matthew Sackett

mbsackett1@gmail.com

Class of 2000

Jake Heather

jcbheather@googlemail.com

Luke Nolan

nolan.l@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1999

Sam Hill

samhill912@hotmail.com

Anna Playfair

anna.playfair1@gmail.com

Class of 1998

Fionnuala Kennedy

fk@royalhospitalschool.org

Rhiannon Lampard

rhiannonlampard@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1998

Helen (née O'Donovan) Goodman

hgoodman@priorpark.co.uk

Peter Vaughan-Fowler

petevf10@hotmail.com

Class of 1998

Paul O'Dea

paul@focusedphilanthropy.co.uk

Annie de Grey

annie_de_grey@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1997

Chris Ash

ashchristopher@hotmail.com

Class of 1997

Holly Hammill

hollyhammill@rfu.com

Class of 1996

Andrea Palacios

andrea.s.palacios@gmail.com

Class of 1995

Abigail Walsh

cathedralwind@yahoo.co.uk

Daniel Keepax

dkeepax@hotmail.com

Class of 1994

Julian Jackson

julesjacksn@yahoo.co.uk

Ed Robinson

e9r@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1994

Caroline Paskell

paskell.c@gmail.com

Joey Carley

back_bacon_boy@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1994

Will Acton

willandjax@live.com

Charlie O’Brien

charles.obrien007@googlemail.com

Class of 1993

Simon Hewitt

simon.hewitt@audiopartnership.com

George Harper

spinbowlerlegend@hotmail.com

Class of 1992

vacancy

Ed Singleton

bingles10@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1991

Edmund Layet

Ed Robinson

e9r@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1990

vacancy

Ben Eyre

ben_eyre@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1989

Nick Flanagan

nickjflanagan@hotmail.com

Lawrie Frere

lozf@hotmail.com

Class of 1989

John Richards

johnny.richards@virgin.net

James Campbell

jimmyc.10@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1988

Darren Crawford

Darren.Crawford@O2.com

TomWheeler

tlwheeler88@googlemail.com

Class of 1988

Martin Woodhouse

martin.woodhouse@synx.com

Hugo Harris

hugoharris@live.co.uk

Class of 1987

Ben Moorhouse

ben@4seconds.co.uk

Matt Gallegos

maff_gall@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1987

Suzannah Angelo-Sparling

samas33@hotmail.com

Giorgia Smith

giorgiasmith@live.co.uk

Class of 1986

Edward Mason

edwardmason@talktalk.net

Suzannah Angelo-Sparling

samas33@hotmail.com

Class of 1985

Mark Gallen

markgallen@me.com

Georgina Everitt

georginaeveritt@hotmail.com

Class of 1985

Justine (née Chapman) Gallen

justinegallen@yahoo.com

Sarah Dalrymple

sarahdalrymple@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1984

Pierre Tanner

pierre@lbrd-photography.co.uk

Abi Everitt

abi_everitt@hotmail.co.uk

Classes of 1982 & 83

Martin Fowler

martinjfowler@sky.com

Anne-Marie Layet

amlayet@gmail.com

Classes of 1982 & 83

Tony Jiggins jnr

jiggs@btinternet.com

Fiona Rae

fionarae@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1981

JG

Jgela1@aol.com

Hannah Eyre

hannah_eyre@hotmail.com

Class of 1980

Stuart White

stuart@stuartwhite.co.uk

Fi Murray

fi_murray@hotmail.co.uk

Class of 1979

Christopher Liu

cscliu@aol.com

Mike Stevens

michaeljstevens@tiscali.co.uk

Choir & Music Representatives:

Sports Representatives:
Rugby

Cricket

ed.layet@yahoo.co.uk

Offers to fill the remaining vacancies would be very welcome.
Please email Debbie O’Bryan in the PPA Office on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
or call 01225 835353 ext 244. Thank you.

andrew@zulver.com

Mens Hockey

Ladies Hockey

Netball

Golf

T H E G OSSI P B OWL
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‘Sometime lurk I in a gossip’s bowl’ *

CALENDAR of events 2012 / 2013
PPA GOLF DAY

CLASS OF 1992 – 20 year reunion

CLASSES of 1966 & 67

Friday 31 August 2012
Venue: Bath Golf Club
Contact: Mike Stevens on
michaeljstevens@tiscali.co.uk

Autumn 2012 date to be confirmed
Contact: Kasia Mill on
andrew@anesbit.orangehome.co.uk

2016 date to be confirmed.
Contact: Chris Dowse on
chrisdowse586@btinternet.com or Adrian
Fitzgerald on abf@pomathorn.fsnet.co.uk

OLD BOYS RUGBY
Saturday 8 September 2012
College first XV vs Monkton Combe kick off
2.30pm (at home)
Old Boys Rugby kick off 5 pm Monument Field
BBQ supper and bar – all welcome – players and
spectators alike
Contact: alumni rugby reps or Debbie O’Bryan
on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
OLD GIRLS HOCKEY
Saturday 8 September 2012
if we can get a large enough squad confirmed
Contact: alumnae hockey reps or
Debbie O’Bryan on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
THE HEADMASTER’S ROUND
London drinks for alumni, plus former
& current parents in reach of the Capital
Thursday 27 September 2012 6pm – 9 pm
Venue: Jamie’s Bar, Ludgate Hill
www.jamiesbars.co.uk/ludgate-hill
RSVP: Debbie O’Bryan on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
THE 65 YEARS & OVER ALUMNI LUNCH
Saturday 20 October 2012
Venue: Mansion & Academy Hall,
Prior Park College
Contact: Patrick Mason on
patrickmason137@btinternet.com or
Debbie O’Bryan on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
(please note the 65+ year Alumni lunch replaces
the PPA Annual Dinner in 2012)

* William Shakespeare

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act II, Scene I

CLASS OF 2002 – 10 year reunion
Saturday 24 November 2012
Contact: Charlie Hare on
charlie.hare84@googlemail.com and
Kate Munton on katemunton@hotmail.com
OLD BOYS HOCKEY & OLD GIRLS
NETBALL
Spring 2013 date to be confirmed
ALUMNI DAY 2013 & OLD BOYS
CRICKET
Date to be confirmed
Mass at 11am followed by buffet lunch with bar,
tours of the College plus afternoon tea and cakes
Cricket: Old Boys vs College Invitation team
Contact: Charlie O’Brien on
charles.obrien007@gmail.com
UPCOMING REUNIONS:
CLASS OF 1968
July 2013 in Bath and at the College.
Contact: Terry Ilott on TerryIlott@aol.com
Tim Heining on timothyheining@hotmail.com
CLASS OF 1993
Summer 2013 family fun day, at the College.
Contact: Simon Hewitt on
simon.hewitt@audiopartnership.com
CLASS OF 1994
2014 date to be confirmed, at the College.
Please send contact details to Will Acton so
that the whole year group can be invited
Contact: Will Acton on:
ppa20thanniversary2014@live.co.uk

COLLEGE EVENTS
Open to all former pupils
Evening Christmas Carol service Tuesday 11
December 2012 in the Chapel
Alumni and former staff are also very welcome
to attend College events including musical and
drama productions – details will be posted on
the College and PPA sites:
www.thepriorfoundation.com
www.priorparkalumni.com

How to contact the PPA
We are always delighted to hear from
PPA members. Please get in touch with
the PPA Secretary, Debbie O’Bryan
e: ppa@priorpark.co.uk
t: 01225 835353 ext 244
We can help you
– Locate old friends and former teachers
– Publish your news in The Gossip Bowl magazine
– Log onto the PPA website and provide
forgotten username/password details
– Plan and advertise a reunion
News of all PPA events and more can be found
on the website together with a pdf file archive of
the Gossip Bowl magazine.
www.priorparkalumni.com

